
David Straight Presentation Day 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=McFPwr-C4Zo

The laws are written by the attorneys and all corporation decisions are made by the BAR.  The law 

origin is Genesis 1:26-28—God gave (me) man dominion over the land, the air and the water…and 

this is law.

The land became common law—common to all mankind. It is property, equity and our rights.  The 

rights are unalienable—they cannot place a lien upon our rights.  It has to do with things of property 

nature—patents, grants, securities, gold, silver, commodities, oil—the things we own.  Common law 

deals with properties and our rights.

The air is above the land which is above the water and is the highest law. The air is ecclesiastical or 

canon law—it is trust law.  All things held in trust and in the benefit of another (our heirs) is trust law.  

Genesis 1-26 through Genesis 2:25 is a trust indenture.  God put the world under trust to mankind 

and we are the trustees. He is the executor and he placed it to us to manage for our beneficiaries, our

future heirs for generations to come and in perpetuity forever.  What is the definition of forever?  Until 

the end of the earth.  Then we are in eternity.  

The jurisdiction of the water is admiralty law—commerce and contract law--things that are held in 

contract to another. There are interesting elements to a true contract that the BAR doesn’t want to 

teach you. They teach there has to be an agreement, consideration, and both people have to sign 

and you have a contract.

That is not true; there are 8 elements to a contract.  One of the most important parts of the contract is 

that it has to be between like kind. A man can write a contract with a man (mankind, our species). A 

corporation has to have a contract with a corporation. A man cannot have a contract with a 

corporation.  It is like kind with like kind.

They started putting things in corporation to limit liability. If a man has integrity, purpose, knows all 8 

elements of a contract and writes a contract where there is a meeting of the minds, there is full 

disclosure of the terms and conditions of the contract, there is equal consideration (one person gives 
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something up and the other person receives and the other person gives something up and the first 

person receives; it has to be a 2-way street).  

If that is true, why do they have to form corporation?  The reason is because of lack of integrity and 

with integrity and honesty we would never need a corporation.  Corporations exist so that people can 

be taken advantage of.  

We have to learn that the United States of America is not the same thing as the United States or the 

USA, Inc. Salt Lake County is not the same thing as the County of Salt Lake.  Salt Lake City is not the

same thing as Salt Lake City, Inc.  

You are not the same thing as your ALL CAPS NAME.  JUNE HANNAH DOE is not the same thing 

as june hannah doe.  What happened is that a vessel was created and the law talks about vessels 

over and over again.

Why am I talking about law?  How many law classes did you have all through school?  The moment 

you were 15 and got a permit to operate a motor vehicle that you didn’t even need you have been 

dealing with the law. But you had no classes.  They taught you algebra.  How much have you used 

since you got out of high school?  

They teach the things we don’t need and leave out the things that we do need.  I thought it was a 

government-controlled school system.  Who is going to take responsibility for our education?  It 

should be our parents.  I had great parents who taught me to question authority.  The school I went to

said not to question authority.  Obeying authority always gets you in trouble. 

Who are the City of Riverton police?  Police is policy enforcement.  It does not say law enforcement 

on the side of the car.  The US Supreme court says that rules, codes, statutes and ordinances are not

law.  They are corporate bylaws and are for employees of the corporation to follow.  Are you an 

employee of the corporation of the City of Riverton?  You are not, but you are because you consented

to be.

You call yourself and self-determine.  You have the right of determination—that is your first right and 

the church teaches it as free agency. You self determine what is right and wrong.  You self determine 
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that you are a citizen, a person and a resident.  If you are you are a dead entity.  Have you ever 

heard the term all are equal under the law?  You have equal standing?   It is because you are dead.

An indictment is a true bill, it is an invoice.  Did you bother to ask how much the bill was if you were 

indicted?  Nobody does so you are brought up on charges and if you don’t pay the charges you have 

to pay a bond. If you don’t pay the bond, your body is held as surety for the bond while they collect 

from your cestue que vie trust (a trust on your birth certificate name) that you don’t even know you 

have. 

Those are all banking terms.  What is a court?  Look up the word court and it says, see bank, see 

post office.  If you look up the word ‘judge’, it says see banker, see postmaster.  Everything is 

banking.

Do you know that you have a 72 hour right of recission on everything? Did you know if you get a 

speeding ticket you can rescind that within 72 hours?  I take a red sharpie and write at an angle:

Your offer to contract is not accepted while traveling in private, in my private 

automobile. You operate under title 18 section 241 and 242 as a conspiracy to deprive 

me of my rights under color of law.  After writing this on the ticket it is mailed back in. 

Case law: operation of a motor vehicle on public highways is not a mere privilege but is a right

for liberty protected by the guarantees of federal and state constitutions.  The use of the 

highways for the purpose of travel and transportation is not a mere privilege, but a common 

and fundamental right of which the public and the individual cannot be rightfully deprived.  

No state government entity has the power to allow or deny passage upon the highways. Transporting 

his vehicle or personal property for either recreation or business, travel is not a privilege which can be

permitted at will with forced insurances, registration, license fees but a fundamental right of liberty 

granted by the rights of the constitution. 

I have pages and pages of this and I carry a folder in my pickup that is a couple of inches thick and 

no cop can argue with it. It has Supreme Court decisions and court cases. 
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What is case law?  It is the opine, the opinion of the judge. It is somebody’s opinion.  No matter what 

side of the fence you are on or the case you are on, you can find opinion to support your side. 

Attorneys are taught case law in law school. They do not learn the law. There are 3 types of laws:  

supreme law, superior law and corporate bylaws.  That’s it.  Supreme law is the unalienable laws 

given to us by God. They are the 10 commandments and more.  Supreme law and the reason for 

federal and state supreme courts is our constitutions and treaties. Those are supreme laws.  The 

purpose of the supreme court is to see if a lower court decision conforms to the constitutions and 

treaties of the United States of America. That is their only job.

You have a 5% chance of getting a case before the supreme court. Their only job is to see if the 

decisions of the lower courts conform to our constitutions and treaties. That is ‘we the people’s job.’  It

is not up to them. We are supposed to nullify them through our juries and we are supposed to nullify 

them every time we get a letter in the mail that is addressed to our ALL CAPS NAME. 

When you get a letter in the mail, you have 72 hours to rescind and to correct the errors that our 

public servants make.  And educate them so they don’t do it again.  For the last 100 years we haven’t

corrected any of their errors.  If they make these tremendous clerical errors and we don’t correct 

them, then we acquiesce. 

Government operates through the consent of the governed.  They presume something, they assume 

something, they get your tacit agreement that you are a citizen, person, resident and then they use 

hearsay to convict you, put you in jail, fine you a fee or a tax or whatever.  They lead you down a path

and they railroad you.

Railroad definition: to lead someone down a narrow path, a rail, to a predetermined outcome or 

conclusion.  How do I know it is predetermined?  About 5 years ago in the Federal Court in front of 

Judge Moseman, the lead judge of the 9th district circuit court, known as the most liberal district, I 

brought a case,  it was a grandmother who was found guilty before I met her, by a jury, of 4 felony 

counts of fraud. This was before I met her. 

She did nothing wrong.  But they spent 4 days in a trial, railroading her and gave her half a day to 

defend herself and denied all of her witnesses.  They denied all of her evidence.  Don’t you have a 

right to defend yourself and face your accusers?  They did not care. They told her she had no rights 
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and could not bring the constitution up in the court room.  They did the same thing to Shawna Cox 

and Ryan Bundy. They said they couldn’t bring the bible or the constitution into the court room—it 

was because you are not a party to it.  

What I proved with judge Moseman was that there were 2 governments.  One is where we the people

lay down the law and if the government steps outside of their authority of the law in which we the 

people lay down, then they are committing felonies and emolument violations—article 1, section 6 of 

the constitution. 

What is an emolument? It is where we pay them to do something that we lay down and tell them what

to do, and they act outside of that scope and authority and they collect a fee from us. It is not part of 

their job description or the law which we laid down. They committed emolument violations and they 

are stealing from us, from the public that they are getting paid by for doing something we didn’t tell 

them to do.  We didn’t give them authority to do. 

I also proved that judges and prosecutors get a net commission for finding someone guilty.  I proved 

that they share that with the defense attorney for a guilty verdict.

What is a guilty verdict?  What do they do when they arraign you? They want you to plead guilty or 

not guilty. Those are both commercial terms. On property and land industrial, commercial and 

residential are all commercial terms. Who owns the house?  You don’t. The state owns your house 

and they can do anything they want with it.  Why?  The county came along with a bunch of people 

who are compartmentalized legal idiots and they stole your property on behalf of the state from you.  

You didn’t correct the errors, so you acquiesced. 

Ken Cromer was kicked out of his house by the court.  He was living with someone else. Through the 

mercy of someone else, he and his wife lived with someone else.  I got him back into his house.  How

did I do that?  I helped him get his land back under the original land patent, accept the grant deed and

no government can deny that or kick you out of your home if you own your property. 

It is called a superior title.  Most people have a warranty deed which is called an abstract of title.  I 

have an ownership in a title company, a development company, a specialty building supply company 

and I didn’t know all this and they took it all away from me. 
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All mortgages in the US are fraud.  Did you know your mortgage was paid off the moment you signed 

the mortgage application and they accepted it.  You paid it off-you are not a debtor, you are a creditor

and you don’t know it.  They want you to think that you are a debtor and you are indebted to them.  

Your signature paid that loan off immediately.  I will teach you why.  

You don’t need a drivers’ license unless you are hauling passengers for hire (Uber, taxi, bus), goods 

or services from interstate commerce as a truck driver, or a public servant in the performance of 

public duties, like a cop or fireman or ambulance driver.  If you are just going to work, going to a 

movie, the store, you are in your private business affairs and you don’t need a driver’s license. 

What about a title?  You don’t own your car—you have a certificate of title.  The state owns your car.  

I like farming and ranching and like certain trucks. If I walk into a dealership it is called an automobile 

dealership, not a motor vehicle dealership.  30.55 min.

It becomes a motor vehicle when you register it to get the license.  Before that it is a private 

automobile.  Traveler’s insurance was the first insurance company in the US and it was for travelers 

going from point A to point B in our private business affairs 99% of the time.  

When I put the cash down for the truck, I own the truck.  When the salesman says he needs another 

$250 for title, license and registration and I give him the $250 and that is the moment that I gifted that 

pickup to the state.  I tell them that it is not necessary because I am going to export the truck to a 

‘foreign country.’

When I drive away I am driving it out of the State of Oregon, into Oregon and I just exported it into a 

‘foreign nation.’  The manufacturer’s statement of origin is in that envelope that comes with your truck.

When you pay the $250 the salesman removes that, fills it out and sends it to the state. He sends the 

state the title and you get the certificate of title which means there is a title out there somewhere but 

you don’t have it.  You don’t own these cars.  If you own your car they cannot pull you over.  

I talk about driving and automobiles because that is the first place we get into trouble and it is driving 

a motor vehicle as a citizen, a resident.  

Citizen definition.  City is municipal and zen is servant. You are a municipal servant so we are calling 

ourselves the same thing we are calling our public servants. 33.54
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We registered with the Dept. of Human Resources with the HR Dept. of The State of Utah (and 

others) located and where is that?  44 NW Congress Avenue, Washington, DC. It is not even in Utah 

and UTAH is a foreign nation to the State of Utah.  What about the CITY OF RIVERSTON that is a 

subsidiary of SALT LAKE COUNTY which is a subsidiary to the STATE OF UTAH. THEY ARE ALL 

PRIVATE, FOR PROFIT ENTITIES. 

Bill Clinton revealed that to everyone.  He sold off all of government.  Everything is a private, for-profit

entity.  He sold off everything that wasn’t previously sold off which was most of it to begin with. He 

sold off what was left.  These are private, for-profit entities that have Dun and Bradstreet numbers.

Do you know what Dun and Bradstreet (DB) is? It is the credit reporting agency for corporations.  If 

they have a DB number, that means they are a private, for-profit corporation.  What does the 

Supreme Court say?  Governments have chosen to incorporate and must follow the same rules as 

any other corporation. 

Can a guy wearing a WalMart  blue shirt come to your house, kick the door down and steal your kids?

What would you do?  Wait...THE CITY OF RIVERTON POLICE is a private, for-profit entity, a 

corporation with a DB number. They are no different than Walmart and they operate through the 

consent of the governed and they have to get your tacit agreement, that you are a citizen, person or 

legal resident.

What is the definition of person--An entity or a vessel.  What is the definition of resident—someone 

there temporarily to do business.  By writing a zipcode on a letter to your grandmother, by writing a 

zipcode, you just told the US Postal Service--and our post offices are banks and our court system—

that you inhabit (live) in Washington, DC and you just reside in Riverton temporarily to do business.   

There are 337 million people in the United States who ‘live’ in Washington, DC and about 40,000 

State Nationals who live in the rest of the states.  You just move in temporarily to live and do business

around us. 

Why do you put [brackets] around the [zipcode]?  To remove it from the contract.  It is called the 

boxing rule.   The 4 corners, boxing rule—brackets have 4 corners. 
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Five years ago I was made the ambassador for the Voice of Youth Program which was part of the 

World Benefit Church.  That church was put in place for only one reason—not to have a congregation

to teach the Gospel, but to educate world leaders on God Laws—on what is right and what is wrong.  

This program was put in place for people who could not speak for themselves…our minors.

What is the legal definition of the word, minor?  It is someone under the age of 18, or someone of any

age who has not claimed their minor estate.  Have you claimed your minor estate?  You are a minor, 

if you haven’t.  Did you even know you had a minor estate?

What if I told you that you were worth millions of dollars and you didn’t even know it.  And what if I 

could prove it?  You have a trust fund and it is worth hundreds of millions of dollars.  When you 

signed for that mortgage, they borrowed it out of your trust fund and paid it off. Then you just keep 

paying it back and paying it back.  

Why is that?  Five years ago as an ambassador of The Voice of Youth, I gave a speech at The 

Hague.  I told our world leaders the story of a mother and I was told afterwards by many that this is 

the most important story that should be told to every man, woman and child on earth and they don’t 

want me to tell it.  They never tell me to do something that is right, because I am going to tell it over 

and over again.

Pay close attention: this is important for your wife and for generations to come.  Did you know all 

churches, hospitals, fire stations and police stations in the United States are designated as foundling 

by Congress?  You can put a baby in a basket and walk into any of those 4 locations and set that 

basket on the floor, and walk out without any consequences to yourself whatsoever.  You just 

abandon the child.  Did they tell you?  On a brass plaque in an obscure location, probably under a 

stairwell, in the hospital it says, this hospital is a foundling hospital.

 

A mother who was 9 months’ pregnant walks into a foundling hospital.  The legal definition of 

foundling is that it is a safe place to abandon a child.  She goes through a major medical procedure 

called childbirth, where she is in pain and under duress, and she could be under the influence of pain 

killers of some type.  

She has that beautiful baby and all she thinks about is getting home with her baby.  But, the baby 

throughout history came out of the water through the birth canal and was ‘docked’ at the dock where 
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a bill of lading was filled out and received on the cargo and the ‘soul’ was taken through the sole 

prints of the baby.  The placenta was taken.  

They took the baby’s ‘soul’ and took it out on the ‘tugboat’ and they presume that it is dead and lost at

sea until such time as it would return and claim its minor estate.  No physician delivers a baby…only 

a doctor does and the doctor is the dock tender.  The baby is a vessel, a ship and that is where the 

ALL CAPS NAME comes in.  If you look at the names of ships, they are in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS. 

No one disclosed the terms and conditions of the contract.  You (parents) were handed a stack of 

papers to fill out and you were only told, and this is right out of the Nurses’ manual, that this is to 

register the baby with the State and give it a name. 

You fill out the paperwork and name your baby and you sign as an informant.  What is the legal 

definition of the word, ‘informant’?  Someone who gives someone else up to another, thereby giving 

the title and equity of your child to the state.  This creates a doctrine called “Parens Patriae” which is 

Latin for the State is the Parent.  They have control over you through this doctrine and also through 

your consent of being a person, citizen or a resident.  These are 3 things you never want to be. 

No terms and conditions of the ‘sales contract’ were given. There was no full disclosure of the 

contract, there were no two wet ink signatures (only the mother signed the birth certificate at the 

time….later a doctor’s signature was added).  There was no securities license, insurance license, and

no prospectus was given.  If you go to a stock broker and want to invest in a corporation he is 

required by law to give you a prospectus and you were not given one.  This was all done through 

fraud without any full and honest disclosure of the contract. 

You were licensed, bonded, insured, your vessel was created, a cestui que vie trust was created 

which is an individual trust underneath the umbrella of the public charitable trust.  

The Public Charitable Trust Act of 1882 created a public, charitable trust.  The Cestui Que Vie Act 

created the cestui que vie (CQV) trust which is the trust that you all have through your individual birth 

certificate and registration.  

Your birth certificate is on bond paper and there is a number, which is a CUSIP number.  What is a 

CUSIP number?   It is an investment control number that is regulated by the Securities and Exchange
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Commission. If you were born between 1933 and 1975 you were bonded for $630,000 and insured 

for $1 million.  If you were born after 1975 you were bonded for $1 million and insured for $2 million.  

That is just the initial upfront investment.  I was born on April 20th and my vessel was created on May 

3rd.  These are 2 different dates and 2 different events. My vessel was born on May 3rd and I was born

on April 20th.  For that period of time, between April 20th and May 3rd, I was a state national.  I was a 

Californian.  I was a free, independent, one of ‘we the people’ for that long. 

Then I got registered, and I became a citizen, person and resident.  I lost all my diplomatic immunity. 

I became a servant/slave.  The 13th amendment of the Constitution freed the black slaves, and the 

14th amendment of the Constitution made all of us slaves.  There is a maxim of law that says “that 

which one creates, one controls.” 

God created me and He controlled me.  Unknowingly, under duress and without knowledge of the 

terms and conditions of the contract with no one available who was licensed to explain it to her, my 

mother awarded me to the state in a birth ward.  I became a ward of the state.

Why do you think a birthing ward is called a ‘ward?’  I became a ward of the state and a ward of the 

court under the doctrine of Parens Patriae.  I became a slave and I didn’t even know it. I thought I 

was free.  I fought for this country and I thought I was free. I got shot at and I thought I was doing this 

for the right reasons. 

I thought I was free and now I teach veterans how to get rid of PTSD. I can do that in 20 minutes.  I 

know guys who have been going to psychologists for years and taking drugs for years trying to get rid

of the PTSD that destroys their lives and their families and themselves.  I can solve that in 20 

minutes.  

What happens at our birth with the Cestui Que Vie (CQV)?  First of all we have a PCT—Public 

Charitable Trust umbrella.  There is $337 million small CQVs—one for each of us in this country.   

Every individual in the US and most countries of the world have this CQV.   Here is what happens 

and this is incredibly important.

You all know basic accounting. You have a balance sheet with debits and credits.  These guys keep 

telling us we are debtors, ‘we are in debt’, we owe money on credit cards, houses, cars.  What 
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happens at birth and I’ll use the figures from 1975 on.  We are bonded for $1 million.  What does that 

mean?  That means the bank went to the International Monetary Fund (IMF).  And the bank on behalf

of the public under your CUSIP number borrowed $1 million from the IMF in ones, fives, tens, 

twenties, fifties, hundreds…  The threw it out there in the general public.  They got $1 million for 

every person that was born.

On the credit side, $1 million of United States Treasury bonds are issued and they are sold.  They are

hypothecated, bundled and sold on the stock exchange.  I could pull up a website, 

www.gmeiutility.org and I could put in one of your CUSIP numbers and I could show you the 

companies that are buying and selling you today.  You have more than one CUSIP number, by the 

way.

As we increase in value, the more we join the military, get college degrees, we get more CUSIP 

numbers.  YOU ARE THE CREDITOR.  They are making you believe that you are also the debtor.  

The debtor is your vessel, the ALL CAPS NUMBER.  And the creditor is you.  This is your labor and 

your worth.  

I got 5 college degrees and every time I got an advanced degree in college, I got a new CUSIP 

number.  I got another CUSIP number when I was in the military.  All these CUSIP numbers are 

attached to my main birth number.

This is the balance sheet:

                              Balance______

                        Debtor l Creditor            

                   $1 million l $1 million

This keeps growing and growing.  Let’s says that it grows to $100 million.  That is a low figure.  I have

seen individuals worth $35 billion or more and they didn’t know they had a dime.  It keeps growing.  In

our first 18 years of life, we are not spending anything.  It is being hypothecated and trading.  They 

have done a good job of managing it.  You aren’t adding anything to the debit side.

Then you get a job and you get married and you go buy a house.  The numbers don’t matter, and you

buy a car or two.  You buy some utilities, some medical bills, some food, whatever.  They keep track 
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of it all through your tax returns, credit cards, bank statements.  The banking is all tied into the IMF 

and the Federal Reserve.  We have a big building of bean counters called the Department of Fiscal 

Services. Those accountants keep track of everything.

                              Balance______

                        Debtor l Creditor            

                   $1 million l $1 million

$200,000

  $50,000

$50,000

$50,000

This all starts to add up on the debit side and the credit side keeps growing and growing.  At some 

point in time you die and it goes through probate and they take some of these.  Let’s say that over 

your lifetime you had $10 million on the Debit side so they subtract $10 million from the investment 

side and they pay off all the debtor side.  They pay back the initial $1 million loan from the foreign 

entity called the IMF through the Public Charity Trust.  Now the balance is Zero. 

So let’s say the creditor side still has $90 million in it after the $10 million was used to pay everything 

off on the Debtor side.  What happens to the $90 million?  The CQV trust lives on in perpetuity 

forever.  Everyone who has ever died since 1933 is currently funding government.  This money gets 

re-invested; they can’t take that $90 million, but they can re-invest it. The balance must stay the same

forever.  If the $90 million keeps earning they sweep it off the top and it funds government.  It is called

off-book funds.  

In the states it is GSA and in the federal government it is CQV.  It continues to fund government.  

Why do you think they don’t care if they spend $3 trillion on foreign entities?  It came out of your trust.

IT IS NOT PART OF TAXES.

 

If you took the entire federal government, how much is derived from taxes and tariffs?  One percent.  

If you send a FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) Request to the Department of Fiscal Services, and 

you ask them who is the largest contributor to the federal budget, the department of Justice is to the 

tune of $1 trillion a day.  
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Everyday $1 trillion is taken out of our CQVs by the Department of Justice.  That is more in 25 days 

that our entire GDP (gross domestic product) in a year. This is in 25 days.  They do not have to 

disclose the CQV.  I had to prove this in federal court to get to talk about it. 

A big portion comes out of this before we die.  Every time you have a court case, the case number is 

a CUSIP number.  The court clerk is the banker.  Mary, at the ninth district federal court I showed 

what happens when someone gets indicted. 

When someone gets indicted are they found guilty?  No.  They haven’t even been tried.  But upon 

indictment Mary, the clerk, filled out the SF-273 form with the Department of Fiscal Services and this 

is called a bid-bond form.  She started with this form to begin liquidation of this person’s account.  We

are going to ‘need’ some of it.  This is in US Treasury bonds and they are not liquid capital.  They 

have to be sold off and that takes a little bit of time. 

Mary filled out the form in a particular case in October.  The trial was set for January and didn’t 

happen until April.  Upon the day of the trial, Mary filled out the SF-274 form with the Department of 

Fiscal Services which is called a Performance Bond.  This tells the Department of fiscal Services that 

this person has been found guilty and they will have to perform.  That is what a performance bond is; 

it notifies someone that you have to perform.

This was supposed to take place on July 13th in the case, and I pushed it to August 30th.  Mary filled 

out the SF-275 form which is the Payment Form.  It is no different than a wire transfer form. It is what 

told the Department of Fiscal Services to wire transfer that money to the court. 

What money am I talking about?  The penal sum.  An indictment is a True Bill.  If you don’t pay the bill

you are brought up on charges and you are tried for those charges.  This particular case the 

grandmother had 4 felony counts of fraud.  Each felony count had a penal sum of $2 million.  So that 

was $8 million total and in addition to that $8 million, the judge was going to receive $95,000 which 

they call ‘net retention.”  The prosecutor was to receive $50,000 per count for the 4 counts.  The 

prosecutor shared that with her defense attorney who she had paid $27,000 of her pocket to 

represent her.  

What is the legal definition of attorney?  An actor to attorn.  The legal definition of actor is someone 

who gets upon the stage and lies convincingly enough to make you believe in the character in the 
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plot.  Therefore, a liar.  To attorn is to steal from one and give over to another.  So by the very 

definition of their profession they are liars and thieves. 

God only warned us about 4 professions in the Bible—bankers, attorneys, doctors, and organized 

religion.  Why did He warn us about organized religion?  Joseph Smith warned the Mormon church 

about organized religion.  He said that someday in the future it would be corrupted by men.  He said 

that.  He said that he doubted it would last more than 75 to 100 years.  He was right. 

How many people in this room were not brought up LDS (church of Latter Day Saints = Mormon 

church).  Just a couple.  I grew up LDS and my mother was born in a one-room log cabin in Lehigh on

an Indian Reservation while her dad taught English to the Indians.  That was in 1917.  My dad, in the 

50s after he got out of the Navy and WWII ran the church welfare ranches. He was head of all the 

church welfare ranches.  My family, the Bennetts, had a long history here.  They were contractors for 

Brigham Young and built Brigham Young’s House.  My grandfather was a Bennett.  

My grandmother was born somewhere in Nebraska on the Platte River in the back of a wagon on 

their way here.  I printed off D and C 98.  What is the Doctrines and Covenants?  Doctrines are the 

laws the church is to live by.  The covenants are the promise to live by those laws. That is why it is 

Doctrine and Covenant. They promise to live by these laws.  There are 98 of them:

Verse 3: therefore he giveth this promise unto you with an immutable covenant that it shall be 

fulfilled and all things wherewith ye have been afflicted ye shall work together for your good and for 

my name’s glory sayeth the Lord.  And now verily I say unto you concerning the laws of the land, it is 

my will that my people shall observe and do all things whichsoever I command them…that the law of 

the land which is constitutional supporting the principles of freedom and maintaining rights and 

privileges belongs to all Mankind and is justifiable before Me. 

Therefore, I the Lord, justify you and your brother in my church in befriending that law which is 

the constitutional law of the land.  

He says to make the constitution your friend. That is our supreme law. 

…And as pertaining to the law of man, whatsoever is more or less than this cometh of evil.  I, the 

Lord God, made you free.  Therefore you are free indeed.  And the law also maketh you free. 

Nevertheless, when the wicked rule, the people mourn.  Wherefore honest men and wise men should
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be sought for diligently and good men and wise men you should observe to uphold. Otherwise 

whatsoever is less than this cometh of evil. 

Rules, codes, statutes and ordinances are not law. What is the legal definition of the word, legal?  

This will kick your butts:   it is the undoing of God’s law.  What is legal is NOT lawful.  What is lawful 

is NOT legal.  Let that sink in. 

All throughout the Bible God taught us lots of things. I studied the bible very well for a lot of years.  

And I went to every religion on earth that I could go to.  I went to China, I sat with the Buddhists, I 

have been all over the world.  

When I was in intelligence with the government, when they had something that dealt with religion, 

they sent me.  They sent me to the basement of the Vatican with a group of people to look at the lost 

scrolls.  And we, the US government, brought out the Macabees.  That was Esther, the wisdom of 

Solomon and many books of the bible that were not in the bible. There are many more down there.  

The catholic church suppressed us more than you can believe. 

There are books in the Bible that reveal exactly what is happening in this world today. We recorded it 

and we know what it is.  I am trying to tell you that I quit going to church 20 years ago.  That doesn’t 

mean that I don’t believe in the basic core teachings of this church. I do—I think they are the best 

family oriented, more common sense church on the face of the planet.  But I also know that Joseph 

Smith knew that men would corrupt it at the highest levels.  All you have to do is ask yourself, who of 

the Prophets (of the Mormon church) and the 12 apostles are lawyers?  

That is all you have to ask.  When I gave that talk in the church, I was removed from the stand and 

hauled to the bishop’s office and talked to.  I never went back.  Tell an attorney that statutes are not 

laws.  Tell that that what is ‘legal’ is the undoing of God’s law. He didn’t learn that in law school.

So back to the court case: they base everything on a penal sum.  NO matter what crime you have, it 

is commercial.  ALL CRIMES ARE COMMERCIAL.  They get paid the net retention (the judges). The 

Department of Justice collects the majority of our federal budget through our CUSIP numbers out of 

our CQV trusts.  They collect a great deal of that while we are still alive, every time we go to court. 
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In the state courts it is called the GSA program. The federal court clerks…look at Portland Oregon’s 

federal court that Antifa destroyed. It is 5 stories with 2 more lower stories below ground.  Judge 

Moseman who is no longer there had the top floor—he and his aides.  The US Marshall Service has 

the bottom floor in the basement.  There are 2 more floors of judges and court rooms.  All the rest of 

this building is filled with court clerks.  

Why do they need hundreds of clerks in cubicles?  This building covers an entire city block.  Why do 

they need so many court clerks?  They are bank tellers.  Mary, the head court clerk runs all the tellers

and she is the ‘bank president’ and handles all the bonds.  The federal court buys all the state bonds. 

So everything that happens in the 9th Circuit District which is California, Nevada, Oregon, 

Washington, Idaho, and Montana, in the state court under the GSAs, the federal court buys them 

from the states.  That is what funds the states.  And they collect out of our trusts through the 

Department of Fiscal Services.  Those people are sitting in their cubicles, typing on their computers, 

filling out SF 273, SF 274 and SF 275 forms all day long.  

When the blue and white lights come on behind you on the road and you have that policy 

enforcement revenue collection agent behind you who the Supreme Court says has no obligation to 

protect you, it is not their duty to protect you.  Their job title is policy revenue collection agent and 

they are there to help fund the counties, cities and state.  They presume that you are a person, citizen

and resident. That is your status.  

This is called status and there is more than one status. Title 8 Section 1101 of the United States 

Code it says definitions of statuses.  These are the definitions of status that the United States 

government accepts.  You can be a US citizen or a state citizen, a US National, or a State National, 

or a variety of other things that they accept.  What are you taught?  You are just to be the one that 

they have control over. Isn’t that crazy.  It is status and they presume your status.

This government works off of un-rebutted presumption.  They steal your house by making a lot of 

clerical errors that you do not correct and you acquiesce and you just pay the bills. They steal it from 

you on behalf of the state.  They steal your car when you go to the dealership and buy one by making

a statement with a clerical error that you sign and consent to and they stole your car.  You didn’t even

know it.  You think you have a ‘new car.’  It is the state’s car—you don’t have the MS or the MCO 

(motor vehicle certificate of origin).
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The cops who pull you over assume that you did something wrong.  Maybe you did 70 in a 55 zone.  

It doesn’t matter what it is.  They assume you did something wrong.  They get your tacit agreement 

that you are a citizen, person or resident.  They get up on the stand and they lie and your attorney sits

there and tells you not to say anything, that you will get your chance later.  The hammer gets dropped

and every lie that they said is treated as truth and fact on the record. 

You acquiesce to that and your attorney knows that.  He knows that he is supposed to object to 

everything that they say.  He sat there and was quiet.  You didn’t say anything and they cannot hear 

you anyway.  The judge cannot hear you in court.

What is a summons?  A summons is a séance. They are wearing black robes and it is a satanic ritual.

They summon you into court—a séance calling you dead is summoned into court. There are 2 ways 

for you to appear in the court and it’s in the law.  There are only 2—general appearance where you 

show up ‘generally’ and you accept jurisdiction by just showing up. They get your tacit agreement that

you are a person, citizen or resident.  You just show up.  They call the dead into court and there you 

are.

They call out your ALL CAPS NAME AND YOU DON’T SAY, “NO THAT IS NOT ME, YOUR 

HONOR.’  That is my vessel.  I take ownership of that vessel and I claim the minor estate.  You don’t 

say any of that.  What should the first words out of your mouth in a court room  be? 

The bailiff walks in and says “All Rise.”  I’m in the back row and I lean back and put my feet up; I’m 

sure not going to stand up.  That is giving the judge jurisdiction.  When an employee walks in a room, 

does his boss stand?  No. He (the judge) is my public servant and I have to take control of the court 

immediately.  If you stand, you are the employee and he is the boss.  1.18.38

He is getting your tacit agreement and you are turning over jurisdiction to him.  We had about 60 

people at Cody Smith’s case in Logan, Utah.  I met with everyone before we went.  I told them to not 

only not stand when the judge walks in, but make a concerted effort to lean back and put your feet up.

They did.  There was one recorder on the other side that stood up and nobody else did.  In one voice 

when they started running over the top of Cody, we all said, Let him speak.  Cody got to speak and 

the entire court changed.  
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Rally the troops and get them in there on your behalf.  If you can get 25 people in the audience doing 

what I told you to do, when you stand up, say I am here by special, Divine appearance, your honor to 

call for a constitutional court of record and I brought a grand jury with me. 

What is a definition of peers (jury of my peers). When you call for a trial by jury or a jury trial, do you 

know the difference?  You always call for a trial by jury. Why?  In a jury trial the judge can override 

the decision of the jury and do whatever he wants.  In a trial by jury he cannot. They will try to force 

you into a jury trial.  

The definition of peer is someone from your own neighborhood who knows your character, your 

situation in life for only then can you truly judge a man.  What do they do?  They question the jury and

they don’t want people who know you. They want them from other counties, other areas of the state.  

They want to rig the trial to railroad you.  

To railroad someone is to lead them down a narrow path of rails for a predetermined outlook or 

conclusion and that is the path.  

When you stand up from the back row when they call your name and the first words out of your mouth

when you stand up and take your first step is I am here by special, divine appearance, Judge to settle

this matter and call for a constitutional court of record, to ask for a summary judgment upon the truth 

and facts placed upon this record by my documents and I stand firmly upon my rights.  Can I get that 

summary judgment, your honor?

This thing is over with.  They have to do a summary judgment—it is the rule of three that applies in all

things---celestial, terrestrial and telestial (?)  YOU HAVE TO ASK THEM 3 TIMES.  If they have an 

important question they are supposed to ask you 3 times.  If they don’t you can say, what did you say

again?  

How does a judge derive authority?  

1. From his oath and any other requirements by the state to hold office.

2. He derives authority by statute.  (rules, codes, ordinances are not law).

3. He derives his authority through Parens Patriae. 
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If we have to go to court, the very first document that I submit is a Notice of Appearance.  I received 

this séance in the mail where you are calling a dead entity into the court and I am willing to appear to 

settle this matter but I am going to do it by special, divine appearance as a living soul.  What does 

Genesis 2.7 say?

…and I God, created man from the dust of the earth and I breathed into his nostrils the breath 

of life and man became a living soul.

Are we men or are we living souls?  We are living souls. Our bodies are made up of the dust of the 

earth, held together by the energy of our soul, the celestial, terrestrial, and telestial souls.  They (our 

souls) are here helping us now in a big way. 

I am just here to settle this matter as the executor of the trust.  I am breaking through their veil; they 

are not allowed to talk to me as a man.  I will break through their veil and educate them.

Genesis 1-26: God gave me dominion over the land, the air and the water. This is law.  

I will show you how to take dominion and when you take dominion over all three jurisdictions you are 

free.  If you jump out of one with both feet into another they will destroy you in the other two.  

I love all these patriot groups out there, but they are trying to jump out of two jurisdictions into one 

and they go to jail over and over again. I have watched them do this for 35 years and I watch the 

people behind them not stand up for them when they get there. I can show you how to get free so you

never ever get into that position. 

I formed three questions for the judge in my Notice for Special Appearance.  

1. I say, your honor do you claim to derive your authority over me based upon your oath of office 

and any other requirement of the state?  Yes or No?  May I have a copy of those to make sure

that they are up to date and current before I arrive into court?  If he doesn’t have his current 

oath on file the way he is supposed to…and they seldom do…the case is dismissed.

2. Judge, do you claim to derive your authority over me based on statute?  Yes or No.  (I am 

setting him up and pinning him in a corner.)  If he says Yes, then that’s great. “Where is my 

paycheck stubs, where is my company car and where is my 401K?  You are claiming that I am

an employee of the state, the county or the city?  Where are my paycheck stubs? I think you 
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owe me a bunch.  How much do you make? How much do state employees make for driving 

around for the state?  

3. Judge, do you claim jurisdiction over me by the Doctrine of Parens Patriae, Yes or No.  They 

don’t want to answer that question. Judge, I need an answer to that question.  I don’t let them 

get away with shit—they are our public servants so take control of the court room. 

The judge lost all immunity.  The only state I’ve never been in is West Virginia.  Do you know that I 

helped remove the entire bench of the West Virginia Supreme Court off the bench?  It was a couple 

of years ago and it was in all the papers. I have never even been in that state, but they were doing a 

lot of people harm, so we got them off the bench.  They lose their immunity when they step outside 

the scope and authority of the law which we the people lay down. As long as they operate inside that 

they are immune and we cannot touch them.    

These three questions have to be answered.  Once you do you can destroy the case with those three 

questions.  If I am not a citizen, person or resident they have no authority over me with statutes.  I 

have diplomatic immunity. If I don’t kill someone, rape someone, or injure another human being, I am 

immune from any statute. 

These are three important questions and sometimes you must ask them 3 times.  If they refuse to 

answer you say that you have asked them 3 times and they have refused to answer and this case is 

now dismissed without prejudice and you walk out the door and don’t look back.  If you are sitting in 

the back row and they call your name and you start walking, you say that you are there by special, 

divine appearance to call for a constitutional court of record.  That is before you even get to that bar. 

I am not at war—what is a warrant?  It is a declaration of war; it is a war rant.  I am at peace and at 

my house I fly the civil flag of peace.  I walk into the courtroom with the flag of peace on my 

document.  They cannot declare war on me or hold me in contempt when I am at peace.  This is just 

a discussion and they cannot debate me.  

We have lots of flags.  The red, white and blue everyone sees is our war flag.  The peace flag is red 

and white vertical stripes with a white background with blue stars.  Look at the coast guard flag of the 

US.  It is the civil flag of peace because they were developed as a civil organization and they put their

logo in the middle of it and they call it the Coast Guard flag. But it is all on the civil flag of peace.  For 

3 years this country was at peace and we flew the civil flag over all our commerce buildings in our 
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capitals.  Three years---a long time ago.  We have been at war ever since…especially since rotten 

Lincoln. He was a communist and a follower of Karl Marx.  He failed 5 times running for president and

no one wanted him.  It wasn’t until the big bankers of Boston, Chicago, New York, and Philadelphia 

got behind him and put $7 million in his campaign that he finally won.

Lincoln couldn’t be president of the dejure United States so he bankrupted it and formed the 

Delaware corporation and put the Grand Army of the Republic in charge of the United States.  Then 

he made himself Commander in Chief and that is why every president since then has been sworn in 

as Commander in Chief as well as the President of the (US) corporation. 

President Trump is the first man that restored the republic by executive order.  On June 2, 2019 in the

rose garden, he gave me this hat (holds up a hat).  He told me I restored the republic and now it’s up 

to you.  

I don’t care if you are a Trump fan or not.  Look at all of his executive orders.  If you are not a fan, you

will be by the end of this workshop.  Every executive order he has written goes like this:

I, Donald J Trump, President of the United States of America …  that is our dejure 

government., Take back our utilities from the UNITED STATES. 

People don’t understand jurisdiction and they don’t even know what he did.  He has done that over 

and over again on behalf of the people.  He just keeps restoring the republic over and over again.  

Right now he is destroying the WHO, Fauci, the CDC, the pharmaceutical companies, western 

medicine on behalf of you.  He signed 4 executive orders and then he had to hop on an airplane for 

fear that he would be shot.  There were 5 attempts on his life in the last week.

He’s got the best secret service agents our history has ever seen. He took back our coinage for the 

United States and the Federal Reserve doesn’t have access to it.  There is a ton going on. I know IRS

agents who have received a pink slip and told to look for another job. 

The wage and income tax has never been legal. It has always been a gift.  Lincoln did the 1040 

bonds and you consent to it by filling it out and sending it in and by your own consent and admission 

you pay taxes.  Nobody at the IRS can figure out why you keep sending them in.  They keep getting 

your gift. 
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I can only be held accountable for harming someone else—love thy neighbor and do no harm.  We 

are peace and we do no harm.  Does being at peace mean we cannot shoot them in the head when 

they are taking our kids? No it does not.  Most states have the castle laws…our home is our castle.  

Should we give them fair warning?  Yes, we should. That is what no Trespassing signs are for. That 

is why you do not open your door or step out on the threshold to talk to them.  You hand them a 

warning notice through the door while it is still chained and you close the door and lock it behind you. 

If you write the notice they will walk away, get in the car and drive away. They will never come to see 

you again.  

BACK TO THE COURT ROOM INFORMATION:  You have to establish your status, standing and 

juris diction.  I write juris  diction because the BAR association misuses the word jurisdiction (1.38.47)

on purpose to confuse the public. It is the most misused word in the legal stage.  Why do I say that?  I

have already told you what the 3 jurisdictions are:  land, air and water.  It is trust law, equity law, and 

contract law.  Those are the 3 jurisdictions. 

Juris means right law.  Diction means words.  The words you use determine the right law under which

you stand.  If I say I am a party, I am under the jurisdiction of water.  I am a party to a contract.  If I 

say I am a trustee I am under the jurisdiction of the air.  If I say that I am an owner who holds superior

title, I am in the jurisdiction of land. 

April 22nd I put on a class at the Justice Dept. in Washington, DC in front of a whole group of young 

lawyers.  William Barr set that up for me.  I put on a class similar to this and I didn’t have as much 

time.  I had to cram it together but in a very specific order. I taught them one plus one is two.  They 

don’t know the basics of law.  They are trying to do algebra and they don’t even know one plus one is 

two.  

I asked them what is the law?  Where did it come from; what were the origins?  How did we arrive at 

this thing where a small group of men could put something on paper and hold me, a man, 

accountable.  Then I just stood there—they could not come up with an answer.  One said it was on 

capitol  hill.
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I told them about Genesis 1:26 through 1:28 and I told them the basics of law.  I taught them about 

jurisdiction which they thought was ‘for the city, for the county, for the state, the federal government or

this or that agency.’  That is not jurisdiction,  that is venue.  Who has the authority in a location is 

venue.

Jurisdiction is ‘do they have authority and in which law.  After I got done a young attorney who was 29

years old asked to speak with me.  He was the son and grandson of a judge.  He was smart and 

could rattle off all kinds of things.  He thanked me for what I had taught and asked if he could tell me 

a story which was:

When he was 16 years old and his dad was teaching at Georgetown Law, he got to go and sit 

in one of his dad’s classes.  His dad taught law just like I did…land, air and water.  He said it 

differently than I did.  His dad said it in a few minutes.

I said I wanted to know that.  I have done this for 35 years and for the first 20 years I could talk

really fast and just blow people’s minds.  None of them would listen.  A year later I would go back and

still have the same group of 20 people, so that was not working. 

How can I wake up America if I’m going to get the same 20 people every year.  

The attorney said:  when a man walks into a court room, the first thing he sees is the sign on 

the judge’s desk, “Honorable Bob Smith”.  The reason it says honor is that you cannot have honor 

without trust, you cannot have trust without honor so which form of law is trust law?  The jurisdiction 

of the air—the highest form of law.  It is superior law.  There is nothing more important in law than 

having a fiduciary responsibility for the benefit of another.  

The first job title hat the judge puts on when he walks into the room is ‘your honor’ hat.   The 

first juris he will administer is the jurisdiction of the air.  He wants to see if the man walked into court 

with his expressed trust in his hand. 

There are 2 types of trust:  expressed which is written and implied which is unwritten. If a man doesn’t

walk in with his expressed trust in hand, then the judge is going to use the implied trust where he, the 

judge, is the executor.  That makes you the trustee that has somehow mismanaged the trust that is 

on the behalf of the beneficiary who is the prosecution or whoever is bringing the case.  Therefore 

you owe the prosecution something for your mismanagement.  

What is a misdemeanor?  What is demeanor? It is your attitude. If you have a bad attitude, go sit in 

the corner—you got a misdemeanor. You have the wrong attitude. That is where the contempt charge

is. It is a misdemeanor. 
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Words are important and we don’t understand them.  Attorneys have a whole separate word for it—

legalese which is the separation of words in the  English language into one of 3 jurises.  If I am a 

driver or an operator of a motor vehicle upon the highways I have to have a drivers’ license.  But if I 

am traveling in private on the roadways in my private automobile, all I need is my passport.  See the 

difference in words?  They both mean going down the street in the car.  

The words you use determine the juris you use and it is up to you to determine your own words.  

People open their mouths but you have the right to remain silent and everything that you can and will 

say will be used against you.  The cops will bait you.   They don’t ask if you are driving that 

automobile.  They will ask you if you are operating that motor vehicle. 

If a man walks in with his expressed trust in hand that clearly states who the executor is, who the 

trustee is, and has an acceptance of the trustee to be the trustee, so they cannot break the trust veil 

… and that is important.  It tells who the beneficiary is, what property the trust is managing and how it 

is supposed to be managed and for whom (the heirs), then there is nothing for the judge to 

adjudicate.  

The judge cannot imply a trust if there is an expressed trust in hand.  He has to go by the express 

trust.  Trusts are private and you do not have to show the judge a trust—he does not need to read it.  

Just walk in and hold up your trust document information and say Judge, you cannot imply a trust 

when I have an expressed trust that clearly states who the trustee is, who the executor is, and has an

acceptance of the trustee to be the trustee.  It tells who the heirs and beneficiaries are and what 

property is to be managed by the trust and how the trust is supposed to be managed.   Then you set 

it back down on your table.

The judge cannot adjudicate it and he has to take that hat off.  Then he puts on his judge hat.  Now 

he is looking to see if there is a victim. If there is a victim then there is a crime and it is going to trial 

as physical injury to another. If there is not, then it is civil and the hat turns a different way.  He is 

looking now to see if there is a superior title in hand.  If it is an automobile case do you have your 

MCO (manufacturer’s certificate of origin), did you walk in with it?  If you don’t, he is going to imply 

that the state has certificate of title and the state owns it.  He is going to regulate you and you are 

guilty. 
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If it is a foreclosure and you walk in like Ken Cromer did with his land patent that I taught him how to 

do and his grant deeds and superior titles in hand, they cannot imply an abstract of title.  So Ken gets 

to move back into his house.  

What about your life?  If you walk in having claimed your minor estate and taking ownership of your 

birth certificate in hand, and you now own the vessel (ALL CAPS NAME) and you are not just a 

signatory officer.  

What is a person?  A person is an office of the vessel—that is your job title and you are an employee 

as a person.  That is why every state statute starts off by saying all persons must do this and all 

persons must do that. They don’t say all men and women must do this and that.  They cannot 

regulate a man or a woman—they cannot regulate somebody who is alive.  They can only regulate a 

dead entity, a person, a signatory officer.  

If I am a man and I write my autobiography which is the story of my life and I go to the bookstore and 

sell it,  and people line up to buy my book, do I put my signature on it, or do I sign my autograph?  A 

man signs his autograph and does it on the rights side of the paper.  The signatory goes on the left 

side of the paper.  A trustee signs in the middle.  A signatory signs in blue with black ink, and a man 

signs in red.  A trustee having fiduciary responsibility signs in purple.  There are 3 jurisdictions and 3 

places for signatures.  There should be 3 seals.  Do each of you have your own seal for each of your 

jurisdictions?  If not, you are not free.

If you have all your superior titles in hand and you stand firmly upon your rights there is nothing for 

the judge to adjudicate. He takes off his judge hat and puts on his ‘mister administrator’ hat.  Now he 

wants to see if you have your business affairs in order.  He is looking at the jurisdiction of water. He 

wants to see contracts, your business affairs. 

Think of Michael Jordan and Nike for a minute.  Michael Jordan signed a 5 year contract with Nike for

$1 billion--$200 million a year, just so they could use his name.  During that time a police officer 

couldn’t write Michael Jordan’s name on a ticket without the prior written express authorization from 

Nike or Michael Jordan. They can regulate commerce but they cannot interfere with it.  
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Title 18 of the US Code becomes your savior: it says that any documents that they used your 

trademarked name on must be destroyed.  That ticket goes through a paper shredder.  You want to 

trademark your name.

To take dominion over your 3 jurises you first do a trust.  You have to claim your status and who you 

are first.  Status, standing and jurisdiction is everything in the law.  You have to know who you are 

and what status. Maxim of law: that which one creates, one controls. As a state national I am one of 

we the people who created government.  Guess what I control?  Government.  Government created 

the US citizen.  Guess who they control—you the US citizen!

We are not free in this country.  As long as you self-determine that you are a US citizen, you are not 

free.  Is there anything wrong with being a US citizen?  Yes! You need to do your trust to take 

dominion over the air.  You need to have your superior titles, and know your rights to take dominion 

over the land.  

Michael Jordan and Nike.  CPS come in and steal/kidnap kids every day as a private, for-profit entity 

and not government.  Half the people I talk to are not bad parents.  Every once in a while there is a 

drug dealer or someone like that who needs the kids taken from them.  Who should take them?  A 

church or a family member. It is not up to government and they should not be involved in the family 

unit at all.  They have NO BUSINESS BEING IN YOUR FAMILY.  

Sometimes I get 70 to 100 phone calls a day from parents all over this country whose children have 

been taken.  Day in and day out.  I got a phone call yesterday that brought me to tears. Not many 

people can handle those kinds of stories. 

What if I had a business, ABC, Inc. that was licensed by the Secretary of State (SOS) office, bonded 

with gold and silver, which I like to use.   One of the ways the government gets you is by being a 

pauper.  I don’t care how big a stack of these federal reserve note crap that you have in your pocket, 

that is ‘legal tender’ and it does not discharge a debt—it tenders it to a later date.  When the probate 

of the balance of the CQV trust gets probated,  the debts get paid and this (federal reserve note) 

never pays off a debt but tenders it to a later date.  

Silver or gold coin pays off a debt.  If you have a silver or gold coin on you, they can never deem you 

a pauper, and if you look in law what a pauper means, every US citizen is deemed a pauper, and 
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therefore a debtor.  They can never deem you a pauper if you have a little gold and a little silver on 

you.  In my truck I carry a little jewelry sack with 40 pieces of silver on the door. They can never deem

me a pauper.  It gives them control and you are unable to handle your own affairs.

If you look up in law, who can an attorney represent?  They can represent an entity, corporation or a 

vessel.  They can represent a minor, someone who is incompetent or someone who is infirm.  They 

can represent a ward of the court and a ward of the state, or a pauper.  They cannot represent a man 

or a woman.   It takes 3 signatures to put you in jail; if they don’t have those 3 you cannot go to jail.

Does anyone know Gina Nelson over in Kash county, Utah?  I met Gina after her trial and she was 

found guilty by a jury. She was going to be sentenced to 15 years in the state prison.  She got held in 

contempt and thrown in jail for a little bit.  That is not a prison sentence; it is a misdemeanor and you 

are sent to sit in the corner for being ‘naughty.’  She will never spend one day in prison and her case 

was dismissed.  Why?  I told her that they require 3 signatures to put you in jail. 

They require your signature by taking a plea,  the prosecutor’s and the judge’s.  Your signature can 

be signed by your attorney on behalf of you and throw you in prison.  It takes 3 signatures—the judge,

the prosecutor, and either your’s or your attorney’s. That is why they try to force you to have an 

attorney because you are incompetent, infirm, unable to speak for yourself…you are a citizen or a 

person, or resident and you are not sui juris.  

What does sui juris mean?  Of one’s own right…I walk in the court room sui juris and they cannot 

speak to me.  I have to tell them what to do.  They might argue with me a little bit, but they cannot 

win. It is impossible for them to win when you are sui juris and you've taken dominion over your 3 

jurisdictions.  2.01.44

Let’s get back to Michael Jordan and Nike.  What if you owned your children?  You take ownership of 

your minor children and hold them in trust and you trademark or patent, or both, the ALL CAPS 

NAME VESSELS of your children.  What is the jurisdiction of the water?  It is commerce, contracts 

and commerce.  It is corporate bylaws and banking.  Most importantly it is contract law.  

If I have a business, ABC inc, licensed with the state and bonded with gold and silver,  and I went to 

the United States Patent and Trademark Office, and on the T’s plus form I trademark my vessels, my 

kids, my family, under that bulk trademark of that business name,  and I took ownership of that.  
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We are talking about taking control of the ALL CAPS NAME VESSEL.  That is what court is about—

the Parens Patriae.  You have parental rights over your living children. The problem is you don’t have 

any living children. They are all dead entities to the state.  They take control over the VESSEL 

through Parens Patriae. 

If I take control over my VESSEL, and I own my children who are gifts from God to me, and I patent 

them on the land.  I put them in trust as the fiduciary and I trademark them in with my business, and 

my business has an EIN, bank account and a product offered for sale in international commerce and 

my business has the intent to make a profit.  

I go out and put my children’s NAMES on t-shirts, my NAME on a T-shirt, just like Michael Jordan’s 

name on a T-shirt, and I offer them for sale on a website for 19.95 or actually 21.95 (there is a key 

about getting over $20). They are offered for sale on the internet for $20 and I walk into court wearing

one of those T-shirts, and this is a Child Protection Service case and I don’t talk about the facts in the 

case.  In reality in their courts no truth or fact shall be tried in court.  It is all based on assumption, 

presumption and past agreement and hearsay.  Their motto is that no truth or fact shall be tried in 

court. I walk in and say, your honor, you cannot interfere in commerce.  You can only regulate it.  You

are interfering in a trademark and I demand the return of my trademarked property. Any document 

that idiot prosecutor put that name on without my express, written prior permission, I demand for it to 

be destroyed under USC Title 15. Case dismissed. 

So you walk in with your superior titles, your expressed trust and your business affairs in order, and 

there is nothing left for them to adjudicate—case dismissed.  

**I HAVE JUST TOLD YOU HOW TO WIN EVERY LAWSUIT EVERY TIME THEY COME AGAINST 

YOU.  BUT YOU HAVE TO GET YOUR AFFAIRS IN ORDER. 

 YOU HAVE TO CLAIM YOUR STATUS

 YOU HAVE TO  SET UP YOUR TRUST 

 YOU HAVE TO RECORD YOUR SUPERIOR TITLES – GET HOLD OF THEM AND RECORD

THEM

What if they say you are fined $1,000?  You write your offer of contract is not accepted. You have a 

72-hour right of recission.  If you ignore anything you are in trouble.  NEVER IGNORE ANYTHING. 
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EVERYTHING IS BANKING LAWS.  Your credit card company sends you out a bill/invoice and you 

pin it up on the refrigerator and you forget about it. What do they do?  They send a past-due notice 

because you had 30 days to pay that bill.  You had 72-hours at first to rescind the contract once you 

filled out the application.  

You didn’t do that and went out, used the card and spent some money. They sent a bill and you have 

30 days to pay it. If you don’t pay it they give you a 15-day past-due notice.  At the 16 th day they 

cancel your credit card.  They send you to collections.  If you know anything about contracts, there is 

no privity of contract with the collection agent. 

Let’s say you owe a medical bill at the hospital and you cannot pay it.  They send it to collections—

they do this every day of the week to just about everybody.   When you can’t pay it, the collections 

company goes to the hospital and buys that debt for 50 cents on the dollar. Then they try to collect 

from you.

Then they call you up on the phone.  I have a totally different conversation with them than you do.  

They run over the top of you.  I say, oh my gosh, did you purchase that debt from the hospital?  They 

say yes that they did.  I say, thank you very much!  I really needed that help in my life at this time.  

Thank you for doing that.  But you and I—there is no privity of contract. But I appreciate it.  And I am 

done with the conversation. 

If you have government backed loans pay for them with your CQV trust. We the people need to make

friends with the United States Code that was put into place for only one reason.  It is for us to hold our

public servants accountable.  

In USC 50 there is a way to pay your debts with your CQV Trust. You are the creditor.  But you 

cannot do it if you are a citizen.  You have to become a state national—one of we the people and 

there are not many of us left.  We have created about 40,000 we the people in this country out of 337 

million people.

Every contract that is written is written by an attorney.  Have you ever looked at the document written 

by an attorney that has lines on it and little boxes on it and things are boxed out.  They know the 
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English language, legalese and styles.  They write contracts to eliminate the liability from the person 

paying them to write the contract and place that liability upon you. 

They wrote an unfair contract and what you did not do is to walk in, sit down with them, get an 

agreement on how much to pay and how much you were going to pay and how much your down 

payment was and then go home and write your contract and bring it back and say here is my contract

—sign this. You did not do this and you could have written a fair and honest contract.  

But you didn’t and they took advantage of you because you didn’t know any better. How many law 

classes did you have from K through 12th grade?  Attorneys control it all because they write all the 

contracts.  We write all the sales literature and invoices. The BAR ASSOCIATION runs the world.  

And who are they?  The British Accreditation Registry. The United States has a treaty from 1947 with 

the BAR to operate on these shores.  It wasn’t the first treaty—that is the newest one. 

If you go to the website of the communist country of ILLINOIS that Abraham Lincoln used to run, look 

under the Office of the Attorney General of State of Illinois and click on the history tab.  It says: the 

Attorney General’s Office of the State of Illinois was put in place to uphold the interests of the Crown. 

Isn’t the Attorney General the highest officer in the land of Illinois?   And it was put in place to hold the

interest of the Crown?  The British Accreditation Registry (BAR) is under the Crown.  You acquiesced

and this has not been changed. 

The issue is they are supposed to register under the Foreign Registration Act under FARA. They do 

not do this. The BAR does not do this.  If you walk into a court room right here in Utah and if you are 

not a member of the BAR they are not going to let you talk for somebody else.  

I cannot represent someone in here unless I am a member of the BAR in Utah?  They will say no.  

Great, show me where a BAR licensed attorney is licensed by the State of Utah. They are not, they 

are licensed by the BAR.  It is no different than the Steelworkers’ Union. They have no jurisdiction. 

That is how the Satanic cult called the court operates. 

The BAR is Satan and 5 or 6 of those members are the head of the Mormon Church. You are 

wondering why Utah is all screwed up.  
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We need to take our country back as we the people and we are at war with the BAR Association.  

People don’t even realize that…some of our friends and neighbors are attorneys.  Do you know what 

the sad thing is?  They don’t know.  Everybody is a compartmentalized legal idiot.  Everybody—I 

don’t care what job you have.  

You go to work everyday and you just do your job; you have no idea what is going on over here or 

what is going on over there.  If I laid the map of Utah out, the land and the geographical land map, 

and I drew a land patent on that map and I put your home in that land patent where you got it for a 

grant deed, then you actually have a superior title and you own that land and that home. 

But if I come in and put a clear piece of plastic over the top, and I do things like change your name to 

ALL CAPS and I change your address, and instead of Land Patent No. 4361 I put Lot 3, Block 27 of 

Springhill subdivision I have re-described your property.  And if I take out of metes and bounds, and I 

make all kinds of clerical errors, and you come in and I sent you those clerical errors on your tax 

invoice, and you just write a check and send it back, guess what?  

I just stole your property on behalf of the State.  And you accepted it. Until you come back and call 

fraud and correct the errors and educate me so I never do that again, because it took a lot of people.  

It took a cartographer, an appraiser, a tax assessor, a county recorder, a real estate agent, a title 

company attorney and all these compartmentalized legal idiots.  They created a conspiracy to deprive

me of my land.  Every one of them was just ‘doing their job.’ 

When you add them all up and put the results together, that is exactly what they did—deprived me of 

my land. They stole my home on behalf of the state, and they didn’t even know it.  I am not saying to 

rush in and declare war on them and start yelling at them and telling them everything they did wrong. 

You have to correct all the errors.  Then you educate them.  

These damn sheep around here that are wearing masks are killing this country. The recovery rate for 

Covid is less than the common cold, the flu, the H1N1, all the things we have had over the years.  We

weren’t in fear of it then, so why are we in fear of it now?  How many know someone who died from 

it?

I am doing 9 lawsuits right now of family members who have “died of covid.’  One died in a 

motorcycle accident, one had stage 4 breast cancer and was with Hospice for longer than she was 
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supposed to live.  Because they list covid on her death certificate, she got cremated.  She had a plot 

already paid for next to her husband and her family is pissed.  All nine lawsuits are because of deaths

listed as covid and none of them died of covid. 

What is Covid-19?  It is C-the sheep surrender.  19 is the code word for surrender in the military.  If I 

yell out an order, “Code 19, code 19” that means my guys on the front line are supposed to wave a 

white flag.  Ovid is the ancient Greek word for sheep.  This is a military code.  The disease was called

SARS Corona 2.  Why did they change the name?  

In the 2019 prospectus of the W.H.O. that was written in 2018, it described everything that is going on

right now to a ‘T’.   And, this disease wasn’t even here. Going back to 2003 this has been planned.  It 

is all farce—is the disease real? Yes, it is. 

What does corona mean?  It is an energy crown.  It is a bacteria…and this whole germ theory has 

been debunked.  You cannot pass covid this way and the mask does nothing but harm you for 

wearing it.  More people are going to the hospital now from wearing the masks than would have gone 

for Covid. There are a lot of staph infections.  

OSHA will tell you that the N-95 mask is only good in a sterile environment.  That means an operating

room.  Once they are out of the operating room, the doctors remove the masks and throw them in the 

trash.  It is only good in a sterile environment.  A meeting room is not a sterile environment and it is 

not meant to be. 

We have immune systems and the best way for us to be immune from disease is to touch things, and 

get it on us. Then our bodies fight it off and builds up an immunity.  I haven’t gotten sick in 40 years—

I am immune to everything.   I live in horseshit. 

People are dying right now from hand sanitizer. They are getting the hand sanitizer that has methol in

it which almost all of them do. They are absorbing it through the skin on their hands and dying from 

the hand sanitizer. Bleaches and hand sanitizers are one of the largest destroyers of mankind that 

there is. 

I am the youngest of 8 kids.  I have a sister who is a neat, clean freak.  She is older than I am and 

she spends all of her retirement days driving her kids and grandkids to the doctors. She has the 
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sickest family I have ever seen.  The rest of us kids all have farms, play in the shit, travel the world, 

touch things, seldom wash our hands, and we never get sick.  You could eat underneath her sink off 

the floor.  She bleaches everything and everything in her house is sanitized.  She has the cleanest 

house on the face of this earth. And, they are all sick all of the time. We are creating a whole 

generation of weak people and that is what they want. 

Bill Gates wants to see a ½ to 1/3 reduction of the number of people on this earth. He has committed 

genocide…he killed over 400,000 people.  In Africa he committed genocide and there is an entire 

race of Africans who can never have children.  Once they die off, they cease to exist.  They are sterile

because his malaria drug had a sterilization component in it. The drug they are trying to create for this

that is going on right now, and they are getting children used to having a gun pointed at their head—

the temperature ‘guns’ pointed at their pineal glands, what they are doing is indoctrinating you for 

destruction. 

They made the chip and the way they keep the battery going on the chip is they have to put it in one 

of two places where the temperature changes the most.  It’s right there in the hand or right there in 

the forehead. They can’t put it in the forehead because everyone will see it and it will look ugly, so 

they are going to put it right on your hand.  The natural temperature change of the part of your hand 

on the outside of the hand between the thumb and the forefinger keeps the battery going (on the 

chip). 

You will walk up and pay for things with the chip in your hand.  Did you see the employees at the 

Wisconsin company lining up to get a chip?  Take the mark of the beast in your hand.  Read what it 

says about that in the Bible. You go straight to hell. There is no forgiveness for that sin.  Don’t do it.  

Defend your families and your family’s lives.  Their eternal salvation is at stake.  Now I feel like a 

preacher.                     

End of part 1.
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David Straight, Part 2, Day 1  starts part way in 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqu22NRr9Fw

This diagram of a pyramid is from the US Patent and Trademark office.  It is the blueprint of a 

marriage. Did you know the state patented a marriage?  The state is at the top of the pyramid; the left

side is the husband side, the right side of the pyramid is the wife side. They join the husband and 

enjoin the wife with the state.  God is represented at the bottom of the pyramid with a broken line 

which means ‘God is not there.’

If you are married or divorced this pyramid information is for you. The state is the primary in the 

contract; the state joins with the husband and then enjoins with the wife.  There is no direct line or 

connection in the pyramid between the husband and the wife.  Enjoin means second position but 

there.  The broken line, as any architect or engineer will tell you on a blueprint, is a beam that bears 

no weight.  They put God on the line and God bears no weight in the contract.  

When you get married in the state, God bears no weight in the contract.  The state is the primary 

contract holder under the doctrine of Parens Patriae. And if the husband wants to deal with the wife, 

he has to go through the state.  If the wife wants to deal with the husband she has to go through the 

state.  They tell you that you have to get a divorce when you separate. 

When you get a divorce you are still under contract with the state and you still have to work through 

the state, even if you have been divorced for 30 years.  They get involved in every aspect of your 

lives between the two of you. I said this in one of my classes in Alabama with the 10 th Amendment 

Society.  This society took this to their state legislature and the State of Alabama no longer issues 

marriage licenses.

They do what I tell them to do.  What I tell them is to take the family Holy Bible that has the pages in it

and you record the event—the day, the time, the place, who officiated, a couple of witnesses and you 

do that with marriages, births and deaths in your family and record them in the family bible.   The 

State of Alabama says to take this to a probate judge and he will record it on the land with the country

recorder. It is every bit as legal and you don’t have the state as a primary in your lives.  That is how 

you are supposed to get married. 
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The Bible under Public Law 97-280 is law.  The Bible is their word of God and this nation was 

founded on God principle.  Since 1607 we the people have been recording our marriages, births and 

deaths in our Bible and recording them on the counties of this country since 1607.  It wasn’t until the 

1930s that we started doing this marriage version with the state. You have freedom of religion and 

can use any religious book, but this country was founded on Christian principles so as far as I know it 

is any Christian bible. 

The Bible, specifically the 1611 King James version was declared the Word of God and made Public 

Law by Congress.  This triangle depicting the state in the marriage contract is a problem. There is no 

line between the husband and the wife.  You can do the recording of the marriages, births and deaths

in your Bible in any state.  The church may not accept that. 

In the Mormon church to get a temple (marriage) recommend they may require you to have a 

marriage license with the State of Utah.  See if they have been bastardized.  It is not up to me.   This 

arrangement of the state in the marriage contract is to keep your PERSONS (ALL CAPS) legal, which

is the undoing of God’s laws and to keep control under the Doctrine of Parens Patriae,  The state 

stays as your ‘parent.’ 

Once we understand these basic principles, then we can move on and you can solve things. But until 

you know the basics you cannot solve anything. You just go around in this big old dumb circle and 

keep getting taxed your whole life. You are taxed one way or another, whether it is a fine or you go to 

jail or whatever.

I started talking about indictments. If you don’t pay the bill you have to pay the charges.  If you don’t 

pay the charges you’re asked to bond and if you don’t pay the bond, your body is held as surety for 

the bond while they steal from your trust.  They take from your CQV trust out of your court case which

is a CUSIP number. This is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission.  You can go look 

them up at fidelity.com if you know how to navigate their website.  They make their website hard to 

navigate. The easy one is  www.gmeiutility.com.  You can simply go to the upper right hand corner 

and click on the looking  glass.  It brings down a search window and it says search for an lei and you 

type in birth certificate number, social security number or any of your Cusip numbers as the ‘lei’ and it

will show you the companies that are buying and selling you. 

https://www.gmeiutility.org

GMEI Utility
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Business Entity Data (BED) B.V., a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Depository Trust & Clearing 

Corporation ("DTCC"), owns and operates the Global Market Entity Identifier Utility (GMEI) legal 

entity identifier (LEI) solution in the federated Global LEI system (GLEIS). Bernhardplein 200 1097 JB

Amsterdam Netherlands CustomerService@GMEIutility.org

https://www.gmeiutility.org

**Notetaker SSN:  page 1 of 15 pages listed below

LEI Legal Name City Country Validation Sources

894500M1FC

6WHTUV7Y1

4

9292-7904 Quebec Inc Mont-Royal Canada FULLY_CORROBORATED

529900TMEG

Q7VJ09I360

ENERPARC Solar 

Invest 92 GmbH

Hamburg Germany FULLY_CORROBORATED

213800SFYP

X2L7HEOH24

PROJECT 92 LIMITED MANCHESTE

R

United Kingdom FULLY_CORROBORATED

894500B9PS

875810MR75

MOSOGA 92 SL Madrid Spain FULLY_CORROBORATED

213800BWC9

99T55MUQ42

CAPT A D C FRANCIS 

DECD PROTECTIVE 

SETT 25/2/92

CHELTENHA

M

United Kingdom ENTITY_SUPPLIED_ONLY

959800T6VE

AD99TG4Y44

COMERCIAL CUETO 

92 INTERNACIONAL 

SL

Madrid Spain FULLY_CORROBORATED

529900EKR0

SFNNE8I308

ADO 9260 

Grundstücks GmbH

Berlin Germany FULLY_CORROBORATED

894500D2JAI

Z07BYJ337

LOGE NR 92 

KONGEAA I.O.O.F. 

VEJEN

Vejen Denmark FULLY_CORROBORATED
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https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/737060532907270027
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/737060532907270027
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/737060532907270027
https://www.gmeiutility.org/


LEI Legal Name City Country Validation Sources

213800GHMU

R2UDFVWB3

2

PG & AG KEELING 

30/3/92 SETTLEMENT

SPALDING United Kingdom ENTITY_SUPPLIED_ONLY

213800AAFC

S1J3SEKM42

LIGHTSOURCE SPV 

92 LIMITED

LONDON United Kingdom FULLY_CORROBORATED

213800FJ3X4

55TVBPO50

MISS F E 

NEATHERCOAT 

VOLUNTARY 

SETTLEMENT 07/10/92

LIVERPOOL United Kingdom ENTITY_SUPPLIED_ONLY

213800Y4SN

FA7TSUFK43

GEORGE LUMB 

(SPINNERS) LTD 

RETIREMENT 

BENEFIT PLAN (1992)

HUDDERSFIE

LD

United Kingdom ENTITY_SUPPLIED_ONLY

81560080CF2

7A0B25644

SUNRISE SPV 92 

S.R.L.

MILANO Italy FULLY_CORROBORATED

724500VTVT

NMP9XUWA8

3

Beheer Heereweg 92 Lisse Netherlands FULLY_CORROBORATED

2138001K4H

ZZTKJWFU38

RACHEL BUCKNALLS

92 TRUST FOR 

CHILDREN

LIVERPOOL United Kingdom ENTITY_SUPPLIED_ONLY

Page 15 has this: Showing 91 - 105 of 823 Records

Following are notetaker's husband's accounts; he died in December 2019..

LEI Legal Name City Country

789000DUYZ

OW4F9DH86

EFECE GALVAN Z İ
DEM R ÇEL K SANAY  İ İ İ

IZMIR Turkey
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https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/698164319092137625
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/698164319092137625
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/576851217847477644
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/576851217847477644
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https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/636651563755041191
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/636651563755041191
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/629751165963733928
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/629751165963733928
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/619860116967195389
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/619860116967195389
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/619451235114719437
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/619451235114719437
https://www.gmeiutility.org/actions/RecordDetails/viewCentralizedRecordDetails/619451235114719437


LEI Legal Name City Country

6 VE T CARET ANON M İ İ
RKETŞİ İ

789000TEZS

T9ZOE07C6

7

TopTel 

Telekomünikasyon 

thalat hracat ve İ İ
Ticaret Limited irketiŞ

STANBULİ Turkey

789000DJ80

MJC2A4GL4

7

KT PORTFÖY K RA İ
SERT F KALARI İ İ
KATILIM FONU

ISTANBUL Turkey

789000DNL

GQWV6Z3D

703

AKSA AKSEN ENERJ  İ
T CARET  A. .İ İ Ş

STANBULİ Turkey

789000Z17W

HTBUD9GQ

49

NEF S BULGUR İ
SANAY  VE T CARET İ İ
L M TED RKETİ İ Şİ İ

GAZ ANTEPİ Turkey

789000RJ59

8QE4HQHC1

7

ALMODO ALTUNLAR 

TEKST L SANAY  VE İ İ
T CARET ANON M İ İ

RKETŞİ İ

ISTANBUL Turkey

7890007FK3

9Q2L8HY936

SEÇK N BÜRO İ
MOB LYA GRUPLARI İ
VE N AAT SANAY  İ Ş İ
T CARET L M TED İ İ İ

RKETŞİ İ

KOCAELI Turkey

789000KUE2

E61AWZ9F3

7

STANBUL PORTFÖY İ
YÖNET M  A. . ONE İ İ Ş
L FE VENTURES İ
G R M SERMAYES  İ İŞİ İ

ISTANBUL Turkey
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LEI Legal Name City Country

YATIRIM FONU

789000PCDV

ADAAUVGM

17

Suvla araplar  Tar m Ş ı ı
Sanayi ve Ticaret 

Anonim irketiŞ

STANBULİ Turkey

789000KR7Q

VX4C7JO65

9

OYAK PORTFÖY 

BE NC  SERBEST Şİ İ
FON

ISTANBUL Turkey

789000Y0U9

4D4OVOUW

98

ATLAS PORTFÖY 

YÖNET M  A. .GÜNEY İ İ Ş
GAYR MENKUL İ
YATIRIM FONU

ISTANBUL Turkey

789000F9OL

K1Q1690P98

AK PORTFÖY %100 

ANAPARA KORUMA 

AMAÇLI 

Y RM ÜÇÜNCÜ FONİ İ

STANBULİ Turkey

78900066B8

PQSFW6M7

72

 PORTFÖY K NC  İŞ İ İ İ
SERBEST (DÖV Z) İ
ÖZEL FON

STANBULİ Turkey

789000NVT3

F9BQ8NBJ0

9

GBC N AAT TUR ZM İ Ş İ
SANAY  VE T CARET İ İ
ANON M RKETİ Şİ İ

BURSA Turkey

789000IN34

W8YISONQ2

0

KIRLIO LU Ğ
TARIMSAL ÜRÜNLER 

GIDA N AAT SANAY  İ Ş İ
T CARET ANON M İ İ

RKETŞİ İ

AYDIN Turkey
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Jody pulled this up during the break and found the companies were buying and selling under just one 

cusip number of her SSN.  She had 100,000+ companies buying and selling her (ALL CAPS NAME). 

They buy the cusip numbers in bundles. 10,000,  25,000, 100,000  or more.   Let’s just say they 

average $25,000.  Multiply that by 100,000. Look how many zeroes that is. You are worth millions 

and millions of dollars. They have done a very good job of investing,  hypothecating, buying and 

selling.  They roll these things over. They bundle them, they roll them over, they hypothecate them.  

Almost 152,000 companies bought into Jody’s United States treasury bonds under her Cusip number.

And she cannot even go and buy a brand, spanking new Lexus.   

There are hundreds of millions of dollars in her account. 

Comment:  We did it on a dead person’s social security number and they’re still doing this.  

David: Oh yes, my dad died in 1989 and I pulled his social security number up last year and they are 

still buying and selling him.  They don’t care because this lives on in perpetuity forever. What 

difference does it make? That is why we are referred to as chattel.  That changed to cattle and now 

we have regressed to sheep.

Record all deaths, births, marriages, in a bible.  In Alabama you can take them to the probate judge 

and he will record these on the land with the county recorder. If you don’t the marriage contract is with

the state.

The Bible under Public Law 97-280 is law.  It is the word of God and this nation was founded on 

God’s principles.  The bible has been law since 1607 and people recorded the marriages, births, 

deaths in the family bible and on the county.  In the 1930s the state marriage contract came in.  The 

state joins the husband and enjoins the wife.  The contract is with the state.  God is on a dotted line in

the ‘contract’ with the state and therefore is not part of the contract.  You can record the family bible 

contents in any state to probate judge to record on the land.  The state marriage contract is under 

Parens Patriae and makes the state your parent. 

Make the US Code your ‘friend.’  This is how we hold our public servants accountable.  It is not for 

them to use against us, but this is what they use against US citizens.  You are one of them and they 

use it against each other. It’s a United Nations country. How many people think that we won WWII? 

Most people think that we dropped the bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the Japanese 

surrendered and we won WWII.  No, only Japan surrendered. Out of all our enemies and allies we 

were the only country that was not a United Nations country. 
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The only way we ended the war was in Sept. 7th, 1945 we signed the United Nations’ Treaty which 

took effect 90 days later on December 7, 1945. Coincidentally, Pearl Harbor was December 7, 1941, 

so we ended the war technically on the same day that it started.  But we signed the United Nations 

Treaty.  We gave them Manhattan Island, How do we know that?  Rudy Giovanni, when he was 

mayor of NYC was asked by the press about doing something about all of these guys with all these 

parking tickets on Manhattan Island.  He said I don’t have any control over Manhattan Island—I am 

just the mayor of NYC.

Isn’t Manhattan right smack dab in the middle of NYC?  Yes because the United Nations owns it.  We

gave it to them in the 1945 United Nations treaty and we gave them 50 miles along the Mexican 

border as well.  Did you know that?  It’s 50 miles wide and there are farmers down there that are right

up against the border and think they own their own land.  They are sitting on the United Nations 

property. 

What about Alaska and Hawaii? They became states after Dec. 7, 1945 and the treaty.  If you look at 

our laws they say that we have 47 states and Canada in our lives.  We don’t have Alaska and Hawaii;

they’re under the United Nations.  Do you know what else we gave them? We gave them part of our 

national parks and all of our police forces except our county sheriff’s departments.   Every city police 

force in the United States is under the United Nations. 

I built the city of Bend Police Department Building and on the blueprints there were two locker rooms. 

Each locker room had 115 lockers in them and a bench down the middle with lockers on either side. 

Both rooms were identical except one room had a vault door. Otherwise they were identical with the 

same lockers and bench.  I had to build 2 locker rooms when I built the City of Bend Police 

Department Building.  When I asked why and one is filled with the duty uniforms and the other with 

the vault door is filled with United Nations uniforms. 

Look at the State House Department Publication 6226 and 6227 written in 1961.  It is an order from 

the United Nations to tell the police departments to begin to find ways to confiscate our firearms. A 

foreign nation has to work through our state department. So all the police are instructed from the 

State Department.    We found this out in Houston, Texas when the floods happened a few years ago.

The Houston Police Department had to put on blue uniforms.  There are warehouses all over this 

country with UN vehicles, atax assault vehicles. They are in warehouses all over this country. The 

chief of police has access to these. He cannot touch them until the UN tells him he has to.
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What is the legal definition of the word treaty?  It is a contractor agreement between two foreign 

nations and/or entities.  So if there is a treaty they are foreign to us.  It’s hard to get out of constitution

and treaties.  An executive order does not override a constitution or a treaty.  It will override a statute 

but not a constitution or treaty. The treaty can be revoked by an act of Congress but the President 

would have to have congress on his side. 

Congress controls the purse strings.  I went to Melania Trump and said that we need some money to 

help fund the investigation of child and sex trafficking in the United States. She went to President 

Trump and he set aside $5 million to help us.  That went before Congress and Congress goes hmm, 

$5 million.  What should we do with that?  Let’s create a child and sex trafficking task force inside the 

FBI and give the money to them.  They don’t do anything.  

My job is to wake you up, shake and wake you. I don’t expect you to believe one single thing I say.  

Go research and find it out for yourself if you to.  OR, you can just take my word for it, do what you 

need to do and move on and not spend 30 years of your life researching. You make that decision. 

This takes me to what we were talking about earlier—PTSD.  Every war prior to WWII was authorized

by Congress and by our government.  Every war since WWII has been a UN authorized conflict and 

not a war declared by Congress. As a moral, young man joining the Navy the goal is to go serve your 

country, to protect the citizens and ultimately our families back home and to fight a righteous war.  

We go to war and we fight and watch our buddies die and get shot and bad things happen. We come 

back home and PTSD is where our souls are in conflict with our bodies.  We went to war over money 

or oil and not a righteous war to defend our country, but a war over money, oil or some other political 

aspect.

Our souls know that and our souls know that even though we have the greatest and most righteous 

intentions, we are out there committing murder and other sins to fight a war that is unrighteous. So we

come back with PTSD. 

I call this fraud as I do most things because fraud has no statute of limitations.  We were sold into 

believing that we were fighting for our country.   We believed that with all of our heart and all of our 

soul.  And we were frauded.  Our souls know that and our souls are energy that holds us together. 

So our souls fight our bodies and we come back and we are having problems.  Some veterans beat 

their wives or yell at their kids not because they don’t want to or that they don’t love them, but 
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because there is something wrong with their minds. They are in torment and they do all manner of 

bad things including once every 22 hours committing suicide. 

They come back and they go to psychologists and they get on mind-altering drugs thinking that is 

going to help them. Here’s what they really need to do.  The nice thing about fraud is at some point in

time.  Let me explain that. At some point in time fraud must be recognized.  

The day fraud is recognized is the day the wheel falls off the wagon and everything comes to a halt. It

vitiates everything that went before it and they cannot move forward against until it is recognized and 

until it is satisfied and settled.  As soon as I can tell veterans this story, now they know why and now 

they can recognize it.

Now they can fall on their knees and ask for forgiveness and they can repent of sins they didn’t know.

Once they do most of them are forgiven.  They stop having PTSD.  I told this story at VFW halls and 

band of brothers lodges and things all over this country and I’ve had guys come back to me a month 

or two months later and tell me that they were in therapy for 7 years and they were on Zoloft and all 

kinds of different drugs.  

They say that because of the 20 minute talk I gave them now their marriage is better, they have better

relationship with their kids and they are working again and back on track. And they thank me and it 

brings me to tears every time I talk about it.  But at the point in time when they recognize something 

of what truly happened, they can wake up. 

This information on fraud goes with everything in our lives.  Everything the government is doing to 

achieve power, wealth and authority is fraud upon we the people.  You ask me if I am an anarchist.  

No, I believe in government—limited government.  Our constitution is one of the most well-written 

documents in history.  So is the Declaration of Independence. 

We the people laid down the law in those documents and when they step outside their scope and 

authority it’s their fault and it is up to us to hold them accountable.  The problem is that we have gone 

about 150 years without holding them accountable for anything. When you don’t hold somebody 

accountable, their rowdiness and authority grows and grows out of control.  That is what has 

happened and it is time to slap them back down.  

The constitution laid out 19 governmental services. We asked and set up our federal government to 

set up 19 governmental services AND NO MORE.  THE AND NO MORE IS A PRETTY BIG DEAL. 
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18 of them are clearly listed in the constitution and one of them is in the preamble. So there are 19 

services that we ask them to provide for us that we could not provide for ourselves. 

If they would provide them, we could be going about our ways and we could be farming, logging and 

catching fish and doing whatever it is we do such as build houses. We could do whatever it is we 

wanted to do and we could have freedom. Did we ask them to provide us with 6,000 services and 

force us at gunpoint to pay for them? No.  

If you ask me why I don’t want to pay taxes it is because I don’t want to pay for the 5,981 services I 

didn’t ask for. They don’t have a right to provide us with those 5,981 services. How do I hold them 

accountable?  Part of it is by not paying taxes. I’m not going to give them the money to do that. 

The problem is they are already taking it from me out of my CQV trust. Once I claim my minor estate, 

and take half that money back –that is my half according to the public charitable trust where I am a 

co-trustee and the co-beneficiary and the only signatory officer. If I don’t stand up and take it back, 

they are going to keep using it and abusing it.  I am against corrupt government; I am not anti-

government. I am anti-corrupt government. 

I want to stop the corruption.  That is why President Trump signed an executive order calling on we 

the people for help.  He first set up a proclamation. A proclamation is a cry out.  He wrote a 

proclamation asking we the people to volunteer to stand up and then he wrote an executive order to 

support us and he asked us for help in his proclamation of stopping corruption in the executive and 

judicial branch. 

A man named Chris Hallett stepped up to the plate. He’s a good friend of mine and Chris said  I get it.

This is loss prevention for the United States of America. I’ve been a loss prevention attorney all my 

life.  He used to work for NAPA and other big corporations as an attorney who wrote reports to show 

them how to save money.  Chris said that loss prevention was all that President Trump was asking us

for. 

It’s loss prevention; it’s an emoluments thing. Article 1 section 6 clause 8 of the constitution is 

emoluments violations.  We are paying them to do a certain job and they are operating outside their 

scope and authority. Therefore it is a felony and they are creating an emolument violation that we the 

people can hold them accountable for. When we see them doing this our job is to hold them 

accountable.  
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Chris set up a company called E Clause LLC and sent his report to the President who then asked him

to speak in front of Congress. Congress gave him the permission for the LLC to act like the BAR 

association.  He can go into court and he can watch out for emoluments and hold them accountable.  

Chris made it so that we all can. 

My little group is nicknamed Pentagon Pedophile Taskforce.  I didn’t name it that; we just work under 

executive order doing what the President tells us to do. We gather the evidence and we turn it in to 

the Department of Defense and they take it and run with it.  After we got this ‘stupid’ name the 

pedophiles started hunting for us and putting prices on our head and they still do.  So what. 

At some point in time for the veterans where the wheels fall off, it still goes back to fraud. Fraud can 

be challenged at any time.  There is no statute of limitations.  Jurisdiction can be challenged at any 

time.  

There is no statute of limitations. This is the key—fraud and jurisdiction are two things that can be 

challenged at any time.  You can be twenty years into a life sentence and challenge jurisdiction due to

the fact of fraud and walk out of prison.  Everything is fraud—there is no full and honest disclosure of 

the birth certificate.  

If you get a letter addressed to your ALL CAPS NAME did you just think somebody made a spelling 

error?  They are sending a letter to your VESSEL.  They are calling and summoning the VESSEL.  

THE NAME IS ALWAYS ALL CAPS ON THE BIRTH CERTIFICATE; it is not ALL CAPS on the 

Certificate of Live Birth (two different documents). 

They steal your soul by taking your sole prints at birth.  They send you out to sea, presumed dead 

and ‘lost at sea’ until you return and claim your minor estate.  The legal definition of minor is anyone 

under the age of 18 or anyone of any age who has not claimed their minor estate. We are minors until

we do that. 

Over and over again the Bible tells you to take dominion of the jurisdictions—the land, the air and the 

water. When you take dominion you are above anyone trying to control you and you are Sui JUris 

over anyone trying to control your rights. Your rights are unalienable and therefore no one can control

you. 

That is why I can walk in to any court room and let them know that I am here by special divine 

appearance and show them that I have taken dominion over my jurisdiction and there is nothing for 

them to adjudicate as long as I don’t murder someone. 
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5g was designed and installed originally to cause a great deal of harm. And then it was recognized. 

And President Trump came out with COFeFe. Break this down on the periodic table of the elements 

and it is: C=carbon, 0=oxygen Fe = iron. Trump had Motorola, Raytheon and a few other companies 

build an 18 x 22 inch box.  If you pull the cover off them, they actually say Covid19 on the back of the 

circuit boards. It is a COFeFe box and they have been installing them as fast as they could on all the 

5G towers trying to get these installed before the towers were turned on. They didn’t get them all 

done as there were millions of them. 

This box, if you have a 5G tower, the COFeFe box --5G box creates a magnetic field around the 

tower and turns 60 Hz to 432 Hz. 432 Hz is a beneficial frequency. Humans vibrate at 3 frequencies

—celestial,  terrestrial and telestial—sky, land and water.  

The Jetsons tv show…white hats…go to JetsonWhite on youtube which is a military intelligence 

channel and look up a video called The Last Trump technology1.  It starts with Corinthians 1:25

For the foolishness of God is wiser than human wisdom, and the weakness of 

God is stronger than human strength. For the foolishness of God is wiser than human 

wisdom, and the weakness of God is stronger than human strength. 

There is one about the Schuman resonance and an island off the east coast of Africa that our Navy 

has been guarding for a very long time. In Antarctica there is a pyramid.  There are ‘things’ under the 

pyramid and the Japanese discovered part of it for us.  They wanted the best bottled water and they 

went to the bottom of glaciers in Antarctica.  They bottled the water

They drilled with a 12-inch drill bit and hit what they thought was the bottom of a glacier. They pulled 

the drill up and it had a piece of machined titanium with high nickel content in it. They drilled through a

70K year old space ship.  The US Navy went and opened the hole and got a lot of technology off the 

70,000 yr. old spaceship.

There are many technologies that could save us from many different things.  The FDA and other govt.

agencies step on these things.  There have been cures for cancer for years plus scalar technology.  

Doctor in Montana can use scalar technology and knows the exact coordinates of someone who is 

sick in technology. He can cure them from Montana using scalar.  The tech can bring down an 

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pw6KSC2h5QM  medical testing technology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pw6KSC2h5QM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0EShd2DvNM&list=PLQjTYg-s7wyErHYSke_hlUPdQ-jlUkciz&index=9
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airplane, freeze or microwave—depending if you are positive or negative and the size of the unit. It 

could freeze an army in its tracks. Or, it could melt them.  Or it could be used to cure malaria.   We 

have had the technology since the late 60s and Russia had it first.  There is a CIA report on it.  

They are following a foreign agency and should be removed from office.  It is an emolument violation 

and a constitutional violation. Emolument means that we the people lay down our laws.  This was 

founded on the Law of Nation by Vitel, the author.  We lay down the law and when the public 

authorities step outside they are in emolument violation. They are getting paid for their position of 

power and using it in a method that we did not authorize. 

There were to be 19 governmental services and there are over 6000.  And the constitution was the 

contract between we the people of the states to the federal government to provide services. 

The US Code is to hold them accountable. Title 18 USC sections 241 and 242 need to be known by 

us.  With those two we can get them off our backs.  241 is conspiracy to deprive us of our rights and 

242 is the deprivation of rights.  One officer deprives us of our rights and that is under 242 and if two 

or more officers deprive us of our rights it is a conspiracy to deprive us of our rights.  That is under the

RICO .  

Look at the sealed indictments, and many have been unsealed.  The main charges are sedition and 

treason, RICO, and racketeering.  When you are in a governor position they count on people not 

getting enough signatures against him.  Government operates on the un-rebuttal of presumption.  

They presume, assume and you don’t rebut.  That is how they take power.  

Study groups generally fall apart from infighting.  Make the effort! Not everyone will be right.  If we 

stand and make the effort they gain more power by just doing a little at a time.  Groups have been too

little and too small.  Groups self-destruct.  

The jurisdiction of the air is the highest form of law.  Jump into a trust and hold the fiduciary 

responsibility and trusts are the highest form of the law.  Genesis is a trust.  The fiduciary is the 

highest form of clout.  

People get stuck in property, equity and rights.  You have to take dominion over all three and there is 

nothing to adjudicate. The trick is to be at peace.   They are at war by bringing the summons and the 

war-rants.  We have been under the Lieber code since March of 1861.  They are inland pirates and 

they want your vessel.  The US Navy raised the high water mark to the top of a Colorado mountain.  
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This is inland piracy and the highway cops are committing hiway piracy.  They convert our soul and 

our name into something they can control. 

When you go to court you show up in general appearance under the all-caps name (the straw-man).  

It is really a vessel and I hold the office of person as a signatory as officer of the vessel.  I sign the bill

of lading and pay the bills for the ship and take inventory of the cargo that is my job as a signatory 

person, or the vessel officer.  Until I become the captain, take ownership of the vessel and pilot the 

vessel, I am just a person. I am just a signatory.  Once you do this you are the co-trustee and co-

signatory.  Why don’t you own your home?  There are clerical errors.  

PATENT.  Top left corner of a tax bill has an error: it says ‘parcel #.’ That is an error.  Circle the error. 

And put land patent number 6743 and 6747.  County—correct the error. Next page ‘Property type’ 

says ‘real estate’ wrong term—it should say private property. “Please correct the error.” Next page 

says, “Name—deeded owner name.”  It’s  a name error because it is under Doe, John. So your write 

name error and put John Henry Doe.  Please correct the errors. 

A warranty deed is an abstract of title. The tax bill goes on: “property address.”  3630 East State 

Road, Columbia city, IN, 46725  by writing it that way they put it in a federal district called District of 

Columbia.  They took it off the map of Indiana and put it on a federal district map overlay.  Address is 

incorrect.  It is: in care of: 3630 East State Road, Columbia City, Indiana near [46725] non-domestic 

without the United States. Please correct the error.  

Next error: legal description (the US Code says that all property shall be held in metes and bounds) 

for the description.  It measures the number of feet from corner to corner.  They wrote it as lot 76 of 

Stable Acres Subdivision. They made a clerical error and made something up.  They took off the 

lawful metes and bounds.  So ‘error’ see the attached lawful metes and bounds, land patent number 

6743 and 6747, a part and parcel thereof. Please correct the errors. 

The next error in ‘money owed’ for fees, taxes.  I circled this and said “Error-land patent of private 

property is tax exempt.   Please correct the error.  At the bottom of each page there is Exhibit A, 

Exhibit B and so forth. 

Next is says ‘check here for change of address”. I wrote ‘Error.’  Chicago styles manual says anything

that is part of a box is not part of the contract. I circle all the boxes on the page. Please correct those 

errors. 
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Then we posted his property with the land patent numbers and put a sign that said No Trespassing--

$250K fine without appointment and not open to any federal agents, No jurisdiction. We posted the 

property and recorded it for 90 days. Then we recorded with the country recorder’s office. Some 

people moved back in their house after they had been out for 10 months and it had been sold to 

someone else. The guy who bought Ken’s house was his bishop. Now the bishop has to sue the 

courts to get his money back. He cannot sue Ken and get the house.  The sheriff sold it at the 

sheriff’s sale on behalf of the IRS. 

We filled out documents for the IRS that requested them to show where there was a verified audit, 

due process of law. IRS wrote back and said they had no proof of that. Nothing is owed. 

We have 2 jobs—to correct the errors our public servants make and educate them so they do not do 

it again.  They are compartmentalized legal idiots. 

Every property gets a tax bill and everything on there was an error.  They make an administrative 

error by a compartmentalized legal idiot.  We don’t correct and so we acquiesce.  

To get original land patent you have to do a title search and there may have been 20 owners.  

Somebody way back got the original land patent from the US government and he granted it to his 

heirs through a grant deed. It cannot be sold; it can only be granted for a consideration.  It cannot be 

sold.  He grant deeded to his heirs who granted it to someone.  They sold it and it was a warranty 

deed.  That this point in time this is where the county stole the property on behalf of the state and that

may have been 6 owners ago. 

The land patent may have been 640 acres and you own a small lot.  So it is land patent number and 

you only own the lot;  we say it is a part and parcel thereof of land patent 21270.  That is your 

property. 

You have to accept the last grant deed, record it, publish it and tell the court where to go.  And then 

he has to move back in or they will get you on abandonment.  Police might show up.  Ken said to call 

the county recorder and see whose name is on the deed. You have to go through the next tax bill that

arrives.  

You have to do a title trace back to the original land patent.  When you get that, get 4 certified copies 

of the underlying land patent from the BLM office.  BLM took over the US land office and they hold all 

the patents.  You have to do the chain of title to get all the warranty deeds until you find the last grant 

deed and then you have to trace it back to the land patent.  Then go to the cartographer office or the 
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BLM, and then you do the land patent number and the ‘part and parcel thereof’ and get the last grant 

deed.  Post the property for so many days and record it. 

If there was an underlying land patent, it was once homesteaded and you can file on that homestead. 

Do you have to buy it or can you just move on it and claim it? 

People have done this both ways. You have to fight for what is yours and educate your public 

servants. You cannot do this on condos; it is supposed to be a primary residence. If there are no long 

term renters you have to camp there for 10 days. The trick on foreclosure is they get you by 

abandonment laws. The sheriff comes, puts yourself outside on the curb and locks the doors. Then 

you leave.  And you don’t come back and claim your property.   

One guy moved back in the next day.  The sheriff came back in 30 days and found him there and 

threw him in jail overnight.  When he got out he went back to the house.  Another 30 days, sheriff 

came and jailed him for a week.  It depends on state laws—in Utah contempt of court is 30 days. 

After 29 days they have to give you a hearing. Then he moved back in.  They can only hold you in 

contempt 3 times.  You can spend 90 days in jail and keep moving back in.  Pretty soon they cannot 

kick you out of your home. 

Friend in Australia beats the Aussie courts all the time: never give them your last name.  That puts 

you in military jurisdiction when they use the last name. They do DOE, JOHN… He says ‘Your honor, 

my name is John Henry and he never gives his last name.  It is done under all caps DOE JOHN 

HENRY.  

Military ID is also a Cusip number and you were bonded and insured.  You are insured for more and 

it’s now up to $10 million.  If you were born after 1975 you were bonded for $1 million and insured for 

$2 million.  From 1933 through Obama administration when you joined the military you were bonded 

for $2 million and and insured for $5 million.  If you die the funds go to the cestui que vie (CQV) trust. 

Any money earned on that pays back the loans to the IMF.   It’s like FDIC insurance at the birth.

If the IMF is the lender, the IMF lends the $1 million to the public charitable trust.  Then they bond you

for $1 million and insure you for $2 million and it’s a guarantee the IMF their money back if the baby 

dies within a few days. $ is fiat…a double lined S is real money. 

Paycheck stub goes to the bank and there’s the endorsement line and if you sign your signatory and 

write USC 12 section 411 in their computer they have to convert it to real money and change it to the 
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double line S dollar sign.  If you do this on your signature card (USC 12 section 411) on your 

signature card, it discharges your debt.  US Code is our friend and you don’t know it. 

Legal tender is the $ and never discharges the debt.  Real money discharges the debt.  All they are 

doing is hitting a different $ key on their computer as they have to keep track of both.  You have to do 

this when you open your account.  You have to learn this and educate them and hold them 

accountable. 

Private individuals do not owe tax on the sweat of their brow.  Don’t fill out a @-4. Fill out form 56 

which notifies IRS what your status is and tells them who you are.  Then at the employer you fill out 

the W8BEN as tax-exempt, foreign estate, or trust.  Now they cannot withhold any taxes from you.  

Status is everything in the law followed by standing and jurisdiction.  Change your status and take 

dominion over your jurisdiction and then you have standing.  You don’t have standing until you take 

dominion.  ‘All are equal in the law…ignorance of the law is no excuse.’  You are all ‘dead’ and you 

are all equal and that is what being a person, resident or citizen is.  You have to change your status 

and claim your minor estate.  Your children are part of your minor estate until they reach age and 

then they have to do it for themselves. Or they can maintain they are still children. They have to 

determine that themselves. The difference is that you have marked boxes saying you are a US citizen

and you’ve filled out W4s. You have paid taxes with 1040s and claimed to be a US citizens.  Your 

young children haven’t made those errors and all they have to do is make a declaration to reclaim 

their title and file it with the county. 1.18.00

Status is always the first step—we have to correct that error that we have been making.  The first part

is to change your status.  In the US Code Title 8 Section 1101 is our definitions of statuses.  The 

federal government lists all the statuses that we accept.

Your job is self-determination.  Pick one.  Notify them in writing via an affidavit under penalty of 

perjury of what you are.  You are telling them what you are and you are making that determination.  

You notify them via the affidavit.  All they have to do is have it on file.  They are not going to answer 

your affidavit.  So what do you do with it?

You make it a court of record and here is the part to pay close attention to.  What is a court of record?

Article 3 and Article 6 courts are automatically a court of record.  They are a constitutional court of 

record.  What I am talking about is not a brick building—it is not a court of record.  None of these 

courts are courts of record.  In fact, in one case in Utah we have proved that the 1st District Court of 
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Kash County along with 7 other county courts in this state are owned by one man who lives in Ogden 

and his headquarters are in Ogden, which is not even in Kash County.  He owns them just like a 

McDonald’s franchise.  

Do you think they are government?  He has a Dun and Bradstreet (DB) number and you look him up 

on Manta and it says private, for-profit corporation.  Anybody who gets charged with any kind of crime

in Kash County goes through that 1st district court of Kash County.  He owns the court.  Does that 

mean he hires his own judges and his own attorneys?  Does that mean he gets a cut off what fines 

that you pay?  Yes!  Get the DB  numbers and look everything up on DB and Manta.com.  I’ll cover 

more tomorrow when I talk about ‘know thine enemy.’

What is a court of record?  Your documents become a court of record when they are properly served, 

publicly published, and filed.   Let’s say we change our status.  You write an affidavit and send it to 

the SOS of the US.  That is who you are required to send it to by unitedstates.gov.

I want everyone to know about this so I send it to the President, the AG of the US, SOS of the US, 

SOS of the state I born in and the SOS of the state I choose to inhabit.  They all get one.  Everytime 

there is a regime change I send it again.  I want them to know why I made that decision. 

I send my affidavit to the SOS of the US.  I send it registered mail, return receipt required so I get the 

green card back that someone has to sign for.  It gives the date when they received it.  It will come 

one to two weeks later.  I always send it: 

Notice to Agent is Notice to Principal, Notice to Principal is Notice to Agent. 

It doesn’t matter who signs for it; it is as though the SOS got it out of the mail himself.  He has been 

served.  Then I do a certified proof of service.  I attach the green card to a document that I attach to 

my copy of the affidavit.  Do the certified proof of service page and attach it to the affidavit, one to two

weeks when you get it back.  

I have a page made up and I attach the green card to it with a bead of super glue along the top edge 

and bind it to that document.  I have to wait from the date this is on here that he received it.  I wait 21 

days for his response.  On the 22nd day I do a certified Judgment of Un-rebutted Affidavit.  He didn’t 

respond—he acquiesced.  They don’t care.  The affidavit becomes the judgment if they don’t 

respond.  So I do a certified judgment on the un-rebutted affidavit.
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Not only that on top of my Proof of Service sheet which is on top of my document, and now I go to the

county recorder and put it on the land and publish it and make it available to the public. Anybody can 

read it.  Then I take that home and file it.  

If I ever need to I pull it out of my home file cabinet and I file it in my court case along with my Notice 

of Appearance where I am telling them what my status is.  That becomes an exhibit to my Notice of 

Appearance.  So I have proof of my status.

Now you can also take that document and you can go get your passport.  You have to go to Denver, 

Seattle or San Francisco to get your passport if you are in Utah.  From Oregon you have to go to San 

Francisco or Seattle.  I take people up there all the time to get their passports.  We get them as a 

state national.  

How do you do that?  Look on your steps page that you were handed and download the DS11 form 

on your computer so you can print it out.  Then you go to CopperMoonshinestills and fill it out exactly 

the way he tells you to fill it out. 

http://coppermoonshinestills.com/id71.html

He’s been helping people for over twenty years and he keeps up to date.  I trust him, so fill it out that 

way.  Take that and get your 2 passport photos and the ID that are required.  You have it filled out so 

it is filled out the way a state national is supposed to fill it out.  Take your 2 pictures, your required ID, 

your affidavit and go to the agent who is going to issue you the passport and this is what you say and 

nothing but this:

Here is my application properly filled out.  Here are my 2 photographs and here is my IDs that 

are required.  And here is my affidavit that determines my status under title 8 section 1101 A 

21 and 23 that I am a state national recognized by the United States of America as a clean 

and proper status as one of we the people.  Please issue me a passport that reflects that 

status.   AND THEN SHUT UP.

The agent is going to go get his supervisor.  Now the supervisor comes out and you say:

I submitted my application properly filled out, my 2 photographs, my ID as required, and my 

Affidavit of Status that determines my status as a State national accepted by the United States

of America. Please issue me a passport that reflects that status.  AND THEN SHUT UP. 
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He will go back and then he will say to come back at 3.30 and pick it up.  You come back at 3.30 and 

you pick up your passport. 

Q: can I use the passport I now have as my ID?

A: yes, every SOS has his own policy. The P on the passport you have now (not the state national 

but the citizen passport) was for Pauper, then for awhile the P was for Passport, and who knows what

it now.  It doesn’t really matter. When they scan the bar code, that is what matters.  The passports are

going to look like any other passports. If they scan my passport in a police car it will say do not stop, 

do not detain.

Over time we have made a lot of mistakes and we have to correct those errors and move on.  The 

post office is just a transfer station.  Remember the old telephone game where I said something into 

the phone and then you tell someone and that someone tells another person… by the time it gets 

back around to me it is a totally different story.  1.31.03

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqu22NRr9Fw

When you go to the post office and try to explain this (passport) there is no way they can explain it to 

Denver, which is where they send it.  All they are doing is transferring.  If you lived in Texas you could

go to Dallas or Houston.  

Always remember this:  Your documents become the court of record.  If you go to court and just 

submit your documents into the court case, administratively that judge can do whatever he wants with

them.  He can throw them out, but if they are publicly published and you are in court then you are 

there to settle the matter.  There is nothing for him to adjudicate.  He cannot destroy a document or 

under the US Code he has committed a felony.

You want hold these judges accountable?  Publish your documents first and then submit them into 

your court case.  Then if he throws them out, he is in deep doo-doo.  Now if you counter-sue every 

state statute in the US says this: 
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The only remedy in a state court is a tort claim. 

If you are just playing defense, you cannot win a football game.  You have to play defense and 

offense at the same time.  If you want to win you sue them.  It is a tort claim.

If I am out on the street and come to a stop sign and someone runs into me, what do I do?  Think 

about this.  I go to the person and gather his insurance information…what company do you have, 

what is your agent, his phone number, your policy number.  I don’t care that much about you—

accidents happen.  But now I go file a claim with the insurance company and they pay the bill.  

What does government teach you to do? They teach you to go COMPLAIN.  FILE A COMPLAINT.  

Part of the word is Aint.  Nobody wants to hear you COMPLAIN and NOBODY HEARS YOU IF YOU 

COMPLAIN.  IF YOU DO COMPLAIN AND THEY DECIDE TO INVESTIGATE IT, WHO IS GOING 

TO INVESTIGATE IT?  THE PEOPLE YOU ARE COMPLAINING ABOUT. 

It doesn’t mean anything.  NEVER COMPLAIN ABOUT ANYTHING.  IT IS NOT WORTH YOUR 

TIME OF DAY.  Didn’t your mom teach you that?  ‘Stop complaining…stop whining.’  She was telling 

me that complaints don’t matter. She didn’t want to hear them and she isn’t going to do anything. 

Neither are they—the government is really quick to hand you a complaint form.  Then they can round 

file it the minute you walk out the door. They don’t care. 

You file a claim, I John Henry Doe claim Bob Jones trespassed against me.  He committed this felony

and this felony and this felony.  They carry a penalty of $250,000 and one to ten years in prison.  Now

I sign this, notarize it and put it into a court.   

“Oh Crap” is what they are saying.  This guy actually filed a CLAIM.  And then I give them a FOIA 

(freedom of information act) form—I want to know who your risk management company is.  

Up in Montana there were a couple of people in a county who were getting beat up by the county 

sheriff for exercising their constitutional rights.  The sheriffs were putting them in the hospital.  So we 

went after MACO—the Montana Association of County Insurance.  MACO was the insurance 

company. 
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We sued the insurance company for the amount of their policy rider.  We found out they were insured 

for $5 million so we sued them for $4,995,995.  They had a constitutional rider on the policy.  These 

people had constitutional rights that the sheriff was taking away from them.            

MACO settled this out of court and wrote a check for $4,995,995.  Then MACO went to the sheriff and

said if he ever did that again they would drop his insurance policy so knock it off. Now people are 

treated a whole lot better in that county. 

You don’t sue Bob Jones, you PUT IN A CLAIM TO HIS INSURANCE COMPANY.  Who are these 

guys under their oath?  Who are they bonded by?  What insurance company do they have?  Every 

one of these municipalities are bonded and insured.  The Supreme Court of the State of Arizona has 

a $3.5 million liability policy and they are behind on their payments 120 days.  I know that because we

sued the Supreme court of the State of Arizona.

The Utah State Department of Transportation has Dun and Bradstreet (DB) number as a private, for 

profit corporation.  Now the Department of Transportations are actually very, very powerful.  

Everything in this country is about transportation and shipping of goods and services.  

So you will learn some very valuable lessons about the Department of Transportation.  They are 

required to issue you a Regulation Z plate and most of them don’t even know what one is.  In fact on 

the Oregon website, when you type in Regulation Z it tells you the locations where you can get them. 

I called one of the locations and talked to a woman who had been there for 35 years and she had 

never heard of a Regulation Z plate. No one had ever asked for one and she had never sold one.  

I went to the next location and it was a warehouse for the Department of Transportation and the guy 

said he thought he’d some around there.  He said he saw a box of them about 20-25 years ago.  He 

said he’d look for them and call me the next day.  I called the next day and he said he couldn’t find 

them anywhere.  He asked everyone there and no one knows where they are.  

So I called the next one.  It was the place that actually makes the plates.  They have the machine that

makes, they have the metal that makes them but they couldn’t find any on the shelves already made 

up.  The machine was in the back corner and he said he would go see if he could make one.  They 

didn’t even know how to fire up the machine.  They had not sold one in 35 years and no one in 

Oregon had asked for a Regulation Z plate in over 35 years. 
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All things are banking—I told you that.  Regulation Z under the banking laws say they must provide 

you with a republic form of government under Regulation Z.  For you to travel freely on the roadways 

they are supposed to be able to issue you a Regulation Z plate to put on your car.  It never has to be 

renewed and it is your right to travel.  These DMVs know what they are and no one has asked for one

in 30 to 40 years. 

Once I have the MSO (Manufacturer’s Statement of Origin in my hands I can do what I want.  I can fly

the civil flag of peace on the front of my truck and I don’t need a plate as long as I own it.  You only 

need a plate because the state owns your car.  The state has your MSO.  You can’t do this on a used

car because the state has the original MSO somewhere unless it is under the salvage/maritime laws. 

Go have fun and hold your public servants accountable.  It really does get to be fun.  Once you know 

what I am teaching you here, and you know how to solve these issues, they are going ‘oh Crap/’

The bishop of Ken Cromer, (man with land patent who got his house back) tried to get the federal 

court involved.  The federal court looked at Ken’s land patent and said, “sorry.”  Not even the federal 

government can override a land patent.  A president of the United States signed the land patent to his

successors and/or assigns forever.  No one can override that superior title.  They can only take it for 

needful things like a freeway.  But then they have to pay you fair market value for it.  They cannot just

kick you out for foreclosure. 

Have you ever heard of the coffee bean case?  A guy got sued and the judge ruled against him.  

Before the judge was ready to throw the hammer down, he asked, JUDGE DO YOU CARE HOW I 

PAY THIS $1140?  The judge responded that he did not care.   The man asked, SO I COULD PAY IT

IN COFFEE BEANS?  The judge answered that he didn’t care how the man paid it and threw the 

gavel down. 

The man went home, counted out 1141 coffee beans and put them in a bag.  He circled the part of 

the court transcript where the judge said he didn’t care how the man paid the $1141—you can pay it 

in coffee beans. The man went to the court clerk with the beans and gave her a receipt PAID IN 

FULL. 
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1141 coffee beans are worth more than the fiat currency.  The coffee beans are actually a 

commodity.  It could have been paid in toilet paper.  That is a case that is on the books. Once you 

learn this, you can have fun with this.

As far as debt goes, try to avoid it all costs. Save your money and do without for awhile and then go 

buy something.  Stay out of debt all you can.  Obviously if you are going to buy a house you are not 

going to save up $200K to $300K or whatever to go buy a house.  You have to go into debt to go and 

buy a house.  And you’ll probably have to go into debt to buy a car.  I don’t recommend that.  I 

recommend saving up $1K to buy a $1K car.  And then keep saving money until you can buy the car 

that you want.  Stay out of debt if you can stay out of debt—that is my advice.  

If you cannot stay out of debt and you learn how to establish your status, standing and jurisdiction, 

and learn how to purchase things, you can pay things off with your birth certificate trust.  

Q: inaudible…

A:  We can do that.  Right now it is hit or miss because and that is a problem because we never know

who is on the receiving end.  What does the Bible talk about and warn us about? BAAL. What is 

Barium? Ba.  What is aluminum?  Al.  This is from the periodic table of the elements.  THAT IS BAAL.

I own a hydroponic manufacturing company and we build all our hydroponics out of aluminum. 

Companies call and ask to buy all our scrap aluminum.  We say yes and ask where they want it 

shipped. They want it shipped to the airport in Portland.  I asked what they were going to do with it 

and they said that they grind it into powder and they spray it back on us (in the chemtrails). So then I 

refused to sell it to them. 

          BA  /  AL

BARIUM AND ALUMINUM

Child Protective Services (DCFS).  The first thing they do when they come to your house is they want 

to come in and see it. You just open the door and let them in?  That is consent—they are a private, 

for-profit corporation and you don’t know your enemy.  You think they are government.  They might 

even show up with the PO-LICE who are policy enforcement agents.  They wrote their own policy. 
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I am working on a case out of Florida for a church.  The FDA is coming after them.  I pulled up an 

article and I found out that the FDA has 1892 policies that were just created by an employee.  

Employees cannot create policy.  Someone appointed to the position by Congress or the President 

can create policy. An employee cannot—that is 1892 policies that this woman created over a 30-year 

period that they are treating as law. SHE HAD NO AUTHORITY TO CREATE THOSE POLICIES.  

EVERY AGENT OF OUR GOVERNMENT DOES THAT. 

DCFS: what set up that agency?  You have to know your enemy and what they are.  What set up that

agency?  Social Security Title 4 and ASFA.  THESE TWO THINGS CREATED DCFS  agency.  Some

states call DCFS by the title of CPS (child protective services). ASFA is American Safe Families Act.  

These two acts of Congress created that agency.

In both acts of Congress it says that they cannot take away the child from a parent unless the parent 

gave their consent or the parent has been tried and found guilty by proper due process of law of a 

felony.  If they take a child from a parent, they must search for a relative to place that child with first. If

no relative steps up to the plate, they can adopt the child out to a foster home. 

Both things (SS Title 4 or ASFS) that set up CPS or whatever your state calls it—this is how they get 

paid is Title 4 by the way—say that they cannot take your child. Yet they do that based on your 

consent.  The minute you let them in the door, the minute you sign a family plan they can take your 

child off of accusations.  This could be a neighbor that calls them and said your child was ‘out in the 

sun too long’ or some other complaint. 

Here’s the reason—CPS is a private, for-profit agency and every child is worth $3.3 million.  They pull

$1.5 million from the father’s CQV trust and $1.5 million from the mother’s CQV trust.  They get 

$300K at between $8K and $16K a month from Title 4D and 4E funds.  If they adopt them out the US 

government pays them a $40K bonus.  

Here’s the part that makes me want to ‘grab arms and go’.   The CPS agents themselves depending 

on how many children per month they remove,  get bonuses.  You cannot believe how mad that 

makes me.  Out of the 800,000 children trafficked a year in the US, 86% come through the CPS (or 

whatever is is named in your state) agencies. The balance  (the 14%) are just taken off the streets.  

86%.  
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Their policies state this. First of all there is an accusation, they show up with a cop, have you sign a 

family plan and they take your kid.  The family plan says you’ll do certain things like drug testing, 

psychological evaluation, or whatever--all these services that they will provide.  

Every time they get you to do a service they get to bill Title 4 for those services.  They spend 18 to 24

months making you do services telling you that if you do these services you will get your kid back. 

Bullshit.  It is not in their financial interests to return your child to you.  

Do you know how many parents I get phone calls from that said they did everything they were told to 

do and they went above and beyond and did 110%?  They don’t know why they are not getting their 

kid back and now their parental rights have been terminated.  They want to know what to do.  YOU 

DON’T COMPLY THAT IS WHAT YOU DO.

They terminate your parental rights and then they move that child through the Guardian Ad Litem.  I 

hate to say this:  usually there is one pretty female attorney in her late 40s and I don’t know why this 

is, but I have been investigating child and sex trafficking for many years.  

All over this country I can name the names of pretty female attorneys in their 40s who are like the 

priestesses who facilitate the trafficking and THEY ARE ALWAYS A GUARDIAN AD LITEM. They 

move the children from one foster care to another and pretty soon they are deleted out of their system

and they never show up to the next foster care—they are gone. 

My job here today is to piss you off.  Really.  If I don’t piss people off, they won’t get off their couches 

and do anything.  You have to understand the process and then you have to go after them.  You have

to go on the attack and on the offense. As long you are just playing defense and jumping through 

their hoops you are never going to get that kid back.  

They string you out so long until you finally say you are at your wits’ end.  They make you jump 

through these hoops and they want you to give up as soon as possible. I cannot even believe my 

country has stooped this low.  Do you know what the turnover rate is in CPS for an employee?

I had the head person of Arizona CPS call me on the phone and say, DAVID DO YOU KNOW WHAT 

YOU ARE DOING TO US? I CANNOT HIRE PEOPLE FAST ENOUGH.  WE ARE TRAINING 16 

CPS WORKERS A DAY IN ARIZONA BECAUSE THEY ARE QUITTING BECAUSE OF YOU.
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We took them from 40,000 a year to 7,700 a year being trafficked in Arizona.  I just got the figures for 

last month and it was 577 kids who went missing in the system.  This isn’t who was taken…those are 

the ones who went missing in the system last month. I cried when I got that yesterday.   I get those 

reports from all the states.  That report and these numbers were just Arizona. 

Comment from attendee:  Pizzagate in 2016 and all the media shut it down and now we have 

Epstein Island. I know what Q is.

David:  Do you know what Q is? Most people don’t.  There are Q’s and there are Q’ Anons.  Q’Anons

are trying to figure out the Q codes.  They are doing a good job of being a news media.  Q tells them 

the news and they interpret and try to get it out there.  They don’t always get it right but we love them.

Q is led by the President of the US (Trump at the time of this video) and it is all our groups of military 

intelligence with the DOD. It is also another agency as well and yes, it’s out of Virginia.  Most of the 

Q’Anons don’t know who Q is.  Q is a group of people:

If you take a circle and build the Great Wall of China down the middle of it, you could write the name 

of every organization on earth in that circle.  You could write every branch of the military, the DOD, 

the White House, the Administrative Branch, the Judicial Branch, the CIA, the Mormon Church, the 

Catholic Church, the Protestant Church, the Baptist Church and any organization on earth in that 

circle.  You could write Google, Apple, Verizon.

In this circle there are black hats and white hats. There is good and bad, righteousness and evil.  

In saying that in the whole child trafficking stuff, I have turned in evidence to General Dowley (?) and 

General Milley and others and I work with Special Operations Command and I work with Corona Oil.  

I turn in this evidence.  Wow, some of the stuff I turn in gets dealt with and some stuff is like I throw it 

in the trash can or a black hole. 

We had to figure out which side of the fence they are on.  Am I handing information to the bad guys –

yes I was for awhile.  Some of it was handed to the bad guys.  Sometimes when you walk through the

door you don’t always know who is going to come and see you.  Now we are more careful about that.
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You cannot serve two masters—what is legal is not lawful.  They represent what is legal and it is 

unjust, illegal and undoing God’s laws.  How can they serve 2 masters?   How can they undo God’s 

laws and propose to follow God’s laws? They cannot do both.  

William Barr wants to tear up his bar card and bring down the BAR. He wants to get back to the rule 

of law.  That is what he wants. He wants to be the one to bring the BAR down.  I hope he does it and I

hope he does it soon.  

Literally, that is who we the people have been at war with for a long time.  They control everything—

everything corporation, every form you fill out. This is why I don’t like government forms.  

I try not to fill out any government forms.  Sometimes I’ll take government forms off the court’s 

website and I’ll make them into my own.  I will take out all the boxes, all the lines and make it into my 

own form. I submit it and guess what? They take my form.  Attorneys write things to remove liability 

for whomever they are writing it for and place it on whoever is signing it. 

That is main reason they don’t bring CPS down. It is a huge income producer. $3.3 million per child 

and that is for 800,000 children per year.  That is just the ones that are trafficked.  Everything evil 

mirrors everything that is righteous.  

Whatever the evil ‘committee’ is doing, they try to mirror that back on the innocent.  So it is not them

—it is you doing it.  I know of 2 police officers here in Utah sitting in jail for molesting their own 

children and they did not molest them.  I guarantee they are innocent and didn’t do it. But because 

they ran into a Satanic cult and they started bringing it out and turning it in to the wrong people, they 

got charged.  

They are in jail right now.  They didn’t know any better.  All they wanted to do from the time they were

little was to grow up and serve and protect the people.  They got into it and found out how truly evil it 

was.  And then they started speaking out about it. And then they were persecuted.  They persecute 

the righteous. 

Let’s look at some current events—look at Beirut, Lebanon (this workshop is in 2020)?  What did the 

news report?  A fireworks plant got on fire that was too close to a storage facility.  The Bullship meter 

is really deep on this. 
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What happened is this: 

 HRC owns Evergreen

 Pelosi owns Cargo Container Corp.

______ owns HWC (and I am not going to write the name on this one.

These are 3 cargo companies that we have identified as child trafficking companies.  One is owned 

Hilary Rodham Clinton Foundation; one is owned by Paul Pelosi who is Nancy Pelosi’s husband.  

We went into pier 45 in San Francisco and burned it to the ground a couple of months ago.  In Beirut 

and Hong Kong and at the fire in Brussels at the World Trade Center and several other big major fires

that have happened in the last couple of weeks, we have been taking out Evergreen (shipping 

containers) all over the world.  

In Beirut since we trained Mossad, the Israeli military industries, we sent them into the tunnels to 

rescue all of the children under ground in a 2.5 block square area.  They even had an underground 

hospital, underground dormitory, underground everything. There were lots of children under there.  

We sent them in, they got the children out and they lit the place on fire.  That is why you saw the 

smoke long before the missiles hit.  It was on fire.  It is pretty hard to burn down concrete and steel.  

They spread stuff around and lit the concrete and steel on fire.  This sat on a kind of an island with 3 

buildings and you had a big glass building which was designed to stop the blast.  This was a smoke 

screen.

The other structures were concrete and filled with Evergreen shipping containers and underneath are 

child trafficking tunnels all underneath that lead into the city but they mainly led into the ‘front’ building

so the trucks could back up and pick them up.  

They rescued the kids, set the building on fire and then our military engineering estimates depending 

on the width of the wall, the steel re-bar they think is in the wall, how many shipping containers are on

the outside of the wall.  They try to estimate what size bomb to throw in there to take that out.  They 

didn’t care if the other building was taken out as it was used for trafficking also.

They estimated the size of the bomb and they used a MOAB, ‘mother of all bombs’.  In between the 

time intelligence went in, walked out the kids, planned the mission, some of the containers had been 
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moved. They under-estimated the construction quality of the buildings.  In the Middle East buildings 

like this are not always up to standards.  So it had a little less rebar, a little wider space, a little less 

concrete, so when the bomb went in it blew harder than they expected it to.   

It did the job and opened up a crater that opened up the tunnels and then the news people could look 

in and see the tunnels.  Now they crawled into the tunnels, and found dormitories, the medical 

facilities and all this stuff and they don’t know exactly why.  

The object of the game is this: it is not only to destroy it, but it is to expose it.  That is why President 

Trump fights the news all the time. There’s not a single day that goes by that he does not call them 

fake news.  They are never going to report the truth.  We have OANN and Twitter which comes right 

out of the horse’s mouth (before Trump was banned).  I want to know exactly what the President says

and what the top generals, William Barr, Mike Pompeo are saying, right out of their own mouths. 

I follow them on Twitter and cut out the middle men known as CNN.  (Note taker: all this has changed

since this workshop).  I have drawn a (sort of) map of the US.  We know where all the rat lines are 

and where they go.  What is a rat line?  It is a trafficking line.  There is one that splits in the middle of 

the country and there is another up the east coast and up the Hudson River.  There are 5 main 

trafficking lines.  One goes from Louisiana/Alabama and then north. 

There are 5 trafficking lines in the US—rat lines.  There is an attorney who has an office in 

Poughkeepsie, New York, and an office in Bellevue, Washington, and he is partnered with attorneys 

out of both places.  

What if I told you that out of the Bellevue office he created over 100 corporations to traffic children? I 

am talking about ‘entertainment’ companies that take pictures, lodging companies for short and long 

distance trucking companies, even an airline that is stationed at Boeing field.  He created offering 

companies.  

You have to have all the companies for trafficking—logistics, offerings, 5 x 5 Entertainment, ‘wild 

child’ entertainment and corporations like that were set up by this attorney.  What if I told you he set 

them up under mostly alias’ names, but we have the real names,  too. 
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What if I told you this attorney set these companies up for people who are police officers, county 

commissioners and judges?  What if I told you the same attorney in the State of New York owns 17 

CPS agencies in the State of New York?  And he also owns 17 family courts.  

This attorney owns the Stafford Center which traffics children to Jerusalem and the UK.  What if I told 

you had pictures of 2 American boys with a Hezbollah boy over in Jerusalem carrying AK47s?  One 

of the boys is 7 and one is 11.  I know which family they came from here in America. 

What if I told you that in 1983 he bought a company from William Casey’s law firm?  The DOD guy 

here is going to start scribbling names when I mention names.  I am serious—who was William 

Casey?  He was head of the OSS before it became the CIA and was our first CIA director and then 

he ran the SEC (Securities Exchange Commission).  

William Casey helped set up whole birth certificate fraud game.  He also helped set up the Stafford 

Center under a different name in the 1930s.   He died in 1975 and in 1983, this attorney from New 

York bought it from Casey’s law firm.  It is a corporation sole.

Do you know what a corporation sole is?  It is a corporation that is so old that it is grand- fathered in 

under all the laws. It is a powerful corporation.  The corporation sole was owned by William Casey.  

This New York attorney can take children out of NYC or any other county in NY where he has one of 

his 17 CPSs (child protection Service).  

The attorney (his minions) can show up with a cop, kick in your door, his CPS agents take your child, 

and he puts the parents through parental hoops.  He can terminate the parental rights through his 

own judges, his own Guardian Ad Litems, and he is licensed by the State of NY to do business. He is 

protected under the commerce laws and he is sanctioned by the state. 

When you run the name of his family services companies on Google, they come up higher than actual

State of New York family services in the search engines. If you are going to turn  someone into CPS 

and you Google it, there is a good chance you turn them into a guy who set up hundreds of pedophile

companies. 
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I keep gathering evidence.  What if I tie that man in as the head of the trade and evidence branching 

off him is what put Weinstein and                                             Epstein in jail?  These are small pieces 

of the pot and they are just billionaires.  It is easy to take down the bottom level.  

We have 4 types of people in this country: 

_________ vampires

_________  wolves

_________  sheepdogs

__________ sheep   

The sheep go about their daily lives because they don’t know anything.  We have the sheepdogs; 

they are the ones that stand and try to protect the sheep from the wolves. And we have the wolves 

and then the vampires.  The vampires are the Illuminati. They drink the blood of children and live off 

adrenochrome.  How many of you use Google?  How about Androids?  You are supporting child 

trafficking.  What is Google’s operating system?  It is Adreno.  What  is their search engine?  It is 

Chrome. 

Who has Verizon?  Verizon worships Moloch. We are all supporting big corporations innocently and 

you are supporting child trafficking that they fund.  They create foundations to pay the wolves to traffic

the children.  The vampires are more numerous than you think and there are many, many of them.  

They have armies that are ‘protectorates.’ 

What if I told you that most of the vampires pose as if they are ‘helping the children?’  What if I told 

you that some of them were UNICEF, a lot of military groups with special arrest powers working 

under “veterans for children.” They are protecting the Illuminati and the Vampires.  What if I told you 

that they put a price on the heads of Tim Holmstead, myself and others?  

I want to talk about the groups of Wolves—these are County Commissioners, Mayors, Judges, Police

Officers and Swat Team leaders.  They are in our communities every day and they are running ‘legal 

businesses’ on the side.  
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What if told you there is a swat team leader in California who was stationed near Washington when 

he was in the US Army.  The attorney from NY I have been telling you about formed 3 corporations 

while he was in the army just for this swat team leader under an alias name.  After he left the army, 

he became a police officer and graduated his way up to SWAT and he is a SWAT team leader for 2 

counties.  He has won 2 awards from the State of California for the #1 in surveillance in the State. He 

is protected by everybody. But he also protects everybody. 

What if I told you that in the State of California in 41 counties, the sheriff is also the coroner and he is 

also in the Masonic Lodge.  Sometimes the Sheriff’s office, the Masonic Lodge, and the coroner’s 

office are all in the same building.  

Look at Placerville and Auburn.  There are 2 cities right there that are in the same building.  The 

sheriff can shoot you, right the report, cremate your body and bury the whole issue, cover it up, and 

do it on behalf of the judge who told him to do it.  It is the perfect storm—there is nobody to answer to.

Remember that you can draw any circle with the great wall of China bisecting it. You can write the 

name of an organization in it. I don’t care if it’s the Masons, the Shriners, or what it is. Half of them 

have no idea of what is going on and they are good, honest and righteous people.  A lot of builders 

are Masons.  But until they reach the upper levels…it’s like this:  on the back of the $1 bill you will see

the symbol of the pyramid.  The top is the Pindar.  Right under that is the Council of Thirteen, under 

that is the Council of Three Hundred and you can write every organization on the earth on the 

pyramid.  

When it hits the bottom level and goes upwards, it is controlled.  The whole pyramid structure is 

controlled by the Illuminati and ultimately by the Pindar.  You have to understand how these things 

work so you are not blaming every Mason or every one in every organization.

When I was turning in evidence I would turn it in and sometimes I would get one person, sometimes I 

would get another person. I found out that one was righteous and one was evil.  You find that out over

time.  

The wolves are the ones that set up legal corporations to traffic children and they are protected by the

state.  Anybody can bait a pedophile. You can get an 18 year old girl who looks like she is 12, set her 
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up in a house somewhere in the country and with great military fanfare after a pedophile shows up, 

come and arrest the guy.  That is called baiting.  And they will show up.  

You can take them down with high definition cameras. You can put that on the air and raise a 

tremendous amount of money off that video and use it, pretending that you are doing good work for 

children.  And the pedophile might have just been one of the ones you wanted to take out. 

This is what happens: you have these legal corporations, judges, family courts, CPS, trucking 

companies, airlines such as Solemar Airways based out of Boeing Field.  This was set up by J. Scott 

Gerve (?), the attorney I was telling you about in New York and Bellevue, Washington.  It is a legal 

airline, but it flied ‘cargo.’  Evergreen is a legal corporation.  

Under Title 15 the state cannot interfere in commerce.  It protects them. I was telling you how to 

protect yourself.  They set up legal corporations to do this under an alias name. Let’s say they set up 

a short-distance trucking company and you see these trucks with the roll up doors for local delivery. 

Usually they have a dentist, an anesthesiologist,  a veterinarian or someone who can drug the kids 

and keep them quiet in the back of the truck.   2.23.41  

If they don’t use drugs the kids are yelling and screaming and they come up to a stoplight and pulls 

up next to a cop car.  If the cop hears all the yelling and screaming, he pulls the truck over.  What the 

NY attorney did was he went in and set up 4 or 5 of those companies and it might be JRE I, JRE 2, 

JRE 3, JRE 5, JRE 9.  He set up all these trucking companies but they only use one at a time.

So if a truck as JRE 1 gets caught, the driver is the fall guy, and he goes to jail.  They just change the 

magnetic sign on the truck door to JRE 2.  The drivers may not even know what is in the truck.  Often 

the driver sits in the front and the ‘cargo’ is loaded in the back.  If they drug the kids well enough there

won’t be any hollering.  When the loading is complete, the company just hits the side of the truck and 

tells them what location to deliver his ‘load’ to. 

He becomes the patsy if the cops stop him. He goes to jail for having a couple of kids in the back.  

They just do it again and again.  The long distance trucking company is based in Missouri and 

operates on all coasts.  It’s a whole different company. 
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They set up logistics companies and some lady sitting at the desk is just lining up the loads.  She is 

just getting calls from people that say they need a load picked up at one location and dropped off at 

another.  She is the logistics company—a compartmentalized ‘legal idiot’ set up by the Vampires.  

She may have no idea what the loads are…she is just moving freight. 

There are a whole bunch of legal corporations under the Wolves.  They are protected by the US Code

because the state cannot interfere with commerce.  They have the CPS agents.  They have the family

courts.  You have to prove all elements of child trafficking.  This is why I love our president (Trump at 

the time of this video).  

If for no other reason here is why: he made child and sex trafficking an international crime so that it 

falls under the UCMJ instead of the DOJ.  So now instead of turning the evidence in to the FBI who 

sometimes covers up crimes for the deep state, and I can turn it into the military and hopefully I get 

an honest military who is on the right side of ‘the great wall’ in my example, and then we can pick the 

traffickers up at 2 am and put them on a C6 or C5 and fly them south and hope they enjoy the heat 

for the short period of time they are going to be there. 

What if I was to tell you that one of the companies in Washington that the NY attorney set up is a 

medical coding research company?  What if I told you that Obama Care was set up for one reason, 

and one reason only and that is to traffic children.  That is the only reason that Obama Care was set 

up.  What if I told you that they invested so much money they built three super computers in the 

university in Austin, Texas.

A mother can go to her gynecologist and find out that she is pregnant and the moment he puts in that 

code, the child traffickers are following that mother through the pregnancy.  They know whether she’s 

going to get an abortion, whether she has a live birth, and they follow the child through the first few 

years of school.  They know if the child has blond hair and blue eyes or red hair and green eyes. 

They have the blood type, DNA and all the medical records.  Obama Care coding system removed 

the doctor/patient confidentiality from the United States and the world.  Don’t think that it just 

happened here.  It happened all over the world in every United Nations country when that was 

passed.  We started it.  It is a 5 digit coding system with over 80,000 codes.  
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We call it medical kidnapping in this country.  I have parents that have walked into Phoenix Children’s

Hospital and they can be there talking to to their doctor.  The doctor writes stuff in his notes, hands 

the notes to the medical coding expert in his office and she takes it and puts it in a computer.  CPS 

and the Superior Court of Arizona lease a space in the basement of the hospital. 

A red flag pops up on the CPS agent’s computer down there.  She has every medical record, the 

home address, the parents’ names, everything. She can cut and paste and put it on her documents 

and order the child to be removed.  She can walk next door to the judge and have him sign it.  Then 

she gets in the elevator and she can be upstairs within 5 minutes taking the child.  On what account? 

Whatever they want to think up.  They have leased space in every hospital. 

The courts and CPS are leasing space in every major hospital in the United States. But let me tell you

what they have told me.  They told me that all the evidence that we have turned in during the last 3 

years could take the military as long as 10 years to take care of it.  There are not even enough people

to take care of this. 

We have a lot of help right now.  We haven’t had that help for that long  and I don’t want to talk too 

much about it, except one on one in private. We have a lot of help right now. 

I always knew there was good and evil and I always knew that when people rise in positions of power,

a lot of times they get corrupted and they start committing the seven deadly sins and then Satan 

takes over. But what I didn’t know until maybe 5 or 10 years ago is that the whole world revolves 

around child and human trafficking. 

Think about what I told you about our birth certificates.  We are being bought and sold legally to fund 

governments all over the world.  This is why they can afford to be so bloated and to have agencies.  

They are only supposed to provide us with 19 essential governmental services and no more.  They 

are providing us with 6,000 and forcing us at gunpoint to pay for it.  But they are also using our 

trafficked selves—our CQV trusts to fund that. 

Here’s one good thing about both good and evil. They both have to disclose ahead of time.  That is 

the universal nature of law.  They have to disclose it.  It has been disclosed for a long time and we 

just never noticed.  We don’t pay attention.  It’s like a puzzle.  They throw away the box top to the 
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puzzle and then they put one piece here and another piece over there.  You have to gather up the 

pieces from here and there and put them together to figure out to see the picture.

Here’s what is happening in China right now. I have been to China 3 times in the last 5 to 6 years.  I 

have traveled all over China by train to many of the major cities. They are some of the most wonderful

people on the planet—they love their families.  They think it is a sin for their elderly to die in a hospital

and they take care of their kids and their families.  

They use the spaces in between the freeways to grow gardens and farm pigs.  They barter, they 

trade and they do many things right. You have about one million people in the Chinese government 

who are communists and control a great deal of the money and all the military might.  And this one 

million people are communists.  There are about ½ million Muslims and then you have all the rest of 

the people. 

The Muslims stood up and declared that they wanted to join the sovereign government of Mongolia. 

The Chinese government used their weather manipulation weapons and they have been raining down

on China and flooding China. In all their buildings they live in the upper levels and the lower floors are

commercial.  They are flooding out all the commercial so that the people are starving. 

Their restaurants and grocery stores are flooded and all their supplies, toilet paper are non-existent. 

They are flooding all the cities with rain and storms.  The ones that they cannot flood they create 

lightening so powerful that it splits buildings in half.  That is not natural.  They are using all kinds of 

weather manipulation to genocide the people of China who are trying to gain their sovereignty. 

Most people don’t know about the weather manipulation. It is easy to manipulate the weather.   What 

if I told you that about 150 miles off the coast of California there are 5 shipping container ships that 

are gigantic. These ships are tied end to end. They have great big 15 foot diameter turbo fans on 

them. They are aimed at our jet stream.  

They can turn all those fans on and manipulate our jet stream and turn it and shove it up to Canada in

the winter time so it brings ice cold to the northeast and the Great Lakes.  If they want heat they can 

shove the jet stream down so that it warms California and Arizona. Then it moves up naturally and 

cooks and causes tornadoes through Texas, Oklahoma and Tennessee which creates hurricanes in 

the Gulf and Florida and Haiti.  
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They can move the jet stream wherever they want.  Why aren’t we torpedoing those boats I’ve just 

described? Because they are private, for profit corporations that are protected by the state.  We 

cannot interfere in commerce; we can only regulate it. 

It’s going to be up to us to fix this. It’s going to come down to we the people when we learn and 

decide that enough is enough.  The part we have to understand when we do this is like kind versus 

like kind.  So when you as a man or woman go and try to sue a corporation, it never works.  You have

to sue them as your corporation (the ALL CAPS NAME).  When you go after a man,  you go after him 

as a man and you cannot go as your corporation (ALL CAPS NAME).   

Attorneys are not stupid.  What they try to do is break your veil. It is called ‘breaking the veil’ whether 

it is the veil of a trust, a corporate veil or the veil of a man or woman.  They try to break your veil and 

if you are not careful in your documents and in your words in your documents as well as your verbal 

words, then you combine jurisdictions in the wrong way and you lose.  

You don’t know why you lose.  You think you did everything right and somehow they just threw it out. 

They throw things out on a technicality.  One of the main reasons they throw things out is that you 

don’t make your documents a court of record first.  You take your document, you write it, you sign it 

and you go file it with the clerk of the court. 

YOU SKIPPED A STEP. YOU DID NOT RECORD IT AND YOU DID NOT PUBLISH IT. If you don’t 

publish it, it is not a court of record. If it is a court of record, it is a settled matter. Then if they throw it 

out, they are committing a felony. It is destruction of property. The problem is that you need that 

county stamp on your document when it is recorded in the court.  

That shows the judge that it has been publicly published. So it is important to have that country 

recorder stamp on the top of your document when you place it in the court. But you have to do a 

certified proof of service sheet and I can give that to you.  There is a reason that this is a three day 

class. 

Today is to wake you, shake you and hope you get so much information you want to come back 

tomorrow.  We will keep learning and you keep asking questions. Bring in things you need to work on 

and we will keep learning. That is what it is all about—learn as much as you can from me. 
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You can use any county in the nation you want. Some counties in some states charge hundreds of 

dollars to record documents.  You can use Lamar county, Georgia for $10 a document or Pima 

county, Arizona for $30 a document.  Talk to the people in those county offices. Fed-ex it to them and

give them the money in a money order.  

Always make 4 or 5 originals of your documents.  When you study the law you will find out that your 

documents become a court of record when they are properly served, publicly published and filed.  

Those are the 3 requirements –they are the court of record.  What does a court of record mean?  It 

means that they are ON THE RECORD.  IT MEANS THAT THEY ARE ADJUDICATED.  THEY ARE 

THERE; IT IS A TRUTH.  IT IS FILED. 

The only time they can remove the documents is when they completely close the case and wipe it off 

the face of the earth. Sometimes you can force them to do that.  In Gina Nelson’s case here in Utah 

we filed over 700 pages of documents. She had already been tried and found guilty by a jury before I 

met her. After I met her we filed 700 pages of documents.  

She got held in contempt 3 times for 29 days each (30 is the maximum) and she went back to her 

hearing.  The first time was to try to force her to have an attorney and she said No. He is fired for 

fraud and swindle and ineffective assistance counsel retroactive back to the very first second.  By the 

way, that is how you fire an attorney.  The US Code mentions the fraud and swindle right in it. 

So they spent 30 days trying to force her to have an attorney. She kept saying no that she was Sui 

Juris.  And she kept standing upon her rights.  Then she mouthed off again and threw her in jail for 

contempt of court.  They spent 29 days showing up at the jail trying to get her to sign a plea deal.  

She said no that she was not signing anything, I’m not signing anything, I don’t have an attorney, and 

I’m not signing anything.  

They called her back in for a hearing and threw her in jail for contempt of court, trying to force her to 

have a psychological evaluation.  When the psychologist came to the jail she said exactly what I told 

her to say and that is this:

I had 13 years of government-controlled-curriculum-government-paid-for school system and I 

got a certificate of competency called a diploma.
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Gina also had a degree in psychology from the University of Utah. So she told the psychiatrist this:

I had 4 years to get a Bachelor’s Degree in Psychology from the University of Utah and they 

gave me a certificate of competency called a degree. 

Then she said: and other than that, I don’t answer questions. 

So she was deemed competent.  If you are competent and you don’t have an attorney to sign off on 

your behalf and you don’t sign on your behalf by taking a plea deal, guess what? You don’t have 

enough signatures to put you in jail.  She walked out of the court room and went home.  She saved 

15 years of her life after she had been tried and found guilty by a jury. 

Parts 3. 4 and 5 continued the next day.

Other links:

David Straight Presentation Day 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVvtfiTQ1pM

Part 3 of 5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCJvGN7IPXY

David Straight on traveling in automobile

David Straight Day 1 AM   www.statenational.us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Guar5xZ78U    day 2 part 4 of 5
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Guar5xZ78UA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Guar5xZ78U
http://www.statenational.us/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVvtfiTQ1pM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfcO_id-GM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCJvGN7IPXY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=McFPwr-C4Zo
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